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iCKY BASKETBALL: Wildcats Put Bite On Gators As Tourney Looms, Page 14
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Regional Hoops Preview Inside!

Monday, March 8, 2004
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SCOTT NANNEWLedger 8, Times
photo

Racers Kevin Pachel, Shawn
Witherspoon and Chris
Shumate celebrate their Men'
OVC Championship Satur

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE,Tenn.
— Let's dance!
.
Again!
For
the

Ft AILCBINS

Murray State
University

seed and previously unbeaten conference for
Austin Peay in Saturday's final of the 2004 Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament at Municipal
Murray State will find out Sunday who the
Auditorium.
Racer
s will face in the first round of the
A red-hot MSU ball club, now 28-5, ran its
NCAA Tournament, as well as where they
current winning streak to eight games with the
will play. Here is a list of the tournament's
victory over the archrival Governors, who were
first round sites:
the defending OVC Tournament champions and
had won 24 consecutive conference games head- •HSBC Arena, Buffalo, NY
III Nationwide Arena, Columbus, Ohio
ing into Saturday's title game — including a 63III
Pepsi Center, Denver, Colo.
56 win over the Racers on Feb. 14 at the Dunn
III Kemper Arena, Kansas City, Mo.
Center in Clarksville, Tenn.
III Bradley Center, Milwaukee, Wisc.
Peay's mid-February victory over its bitter
•TD Waterhouse Centre, Orlando, Fla.
adversaries from western Kentucky marked its
▪ RBC Center, Raleigh, NC
fifth in a row and its sixth in the last seven tnes
▪ Key Arena, Seattle, Wash.
against MSU. But the Racers proved up to
the task over the weekend, outplaying the
4111,4
See Additional Coverage Inside:,
Govs in a tight half-court affair that was
I Additional Stories & Photos
' broadcast live to a national television
— Pages 13-14
audience on ESPN2.
INEditorial
Senior forward Cuthbert Victor, a
— Page 4
first-team All-OVC selection who was
named the league's player of the year
s
last week, completed a sweep of the Christi. before suffering their only two league
defeats at Peay and at home to OVC newcomer
conferences top individual honors
Samford.
by garnering the tournament's
Along the way, Murray picked up impressive
Most Valuable Player award.
victories at rival Western Kentucky and over
The 6-foot-5, 215-pounder was
Conference USA members Southern Miss and
joined on the all-tournament
Texas Christian.
team by teammates Adam
Chiles and Antione Whelchel.
The Racers' biggest win of the season came
Also selected to the unit was
back in December, when they rallied from a
Austin Peay teammates
huge second-half deficit to shock rival Southern
second time in
Josh Lewis and Anthony
Illinois at the Regional Special Events Center.
three seasons
Davis and Eastern
The Salukis, ranked No. 15 in'the most recent
apd for the 12th
Kentucky's Matt Witt.
Associated Press Top 25 poll, will likely join
in their tradiComing off a 2002-03 cam- MSU in the "Big Dance" as an at-large entrant
uon-nch history.
paign in which they finished 17-12 and
despite their weekend loss to Southwest
the Murray State
just 9-7 in the OVC,the Racers were projec
Missouri State in the Missouri Valley
ted
Racers are headed to finish third in the league
Conference Tournament.
standings behind the
to the NCAA
Goys and second-place Morehead State and
As tournament play gets underway at eight
preTournament.
se on balloting.
first-round sites next week. the Racers will be
The Racers
But, excelling under Cronin's up-tempo style. looking for just their second win the
annual
I extended their
Murray finished the regular season with a 25-5
event in 13 tries. Murray last won an NCAA
remarkable first
record and a stellar 14-2 record in conference
Tournament game back in 1988, when it upset
year under head
play.
the late.coach Jim Valvano's North Carolina
coach Mick
The Racers dropped non-conference battles to State Wolfpa,ck in first-round action.
Cronin with a
two highly-regarded teams — in-state rival
The Racers' last appearance in the "Dance"
stunning 66-60
Louisville and Big East member Pittsburgh —
came back in March 2002, when they lost to
upset of No. I
and Division I independent Texas A&M-Corpus
Georgia at Chicago's United Center.
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Where Could They Go?
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Regional tourney is a
plus for Murray, MSU
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Except for a few years when it
has been held at other venues, the
First Region Basketball Tournament
has been a Murray tradition come
the month of March.
In the early days, the Carr
Health Building's North Gym took
the host role. Then, it was expanded
to larger, more modern Cutchin
Fieldhouse. commonly referred to
as Racer Arena, which became
known as a place that could produce
jet-engine-like noise even if the
place was just half full.
Many people were sad when
Racer Arena was replaced in the late
1990s by an even more modern
Regional Special Events Center. Do
not count Murray and Calloway
County area businesses, though, as
among those mourning too much.
With the RSEC seating capacity for
around 3,000 more people than
Racer Arena, it has meant a bigger
boost to the community's economy.
"I was talking it over with
(Murray Tourism Commission

Director) Ryan Ray, and she said it
may produce as much as $40 per
person, and that's in turnover dollars
within the community," said Tab
Brockman, executive director of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce, mentioning that last
year's tournament saw nearly
21,000 fans from the Jackson
Purchase make their way through
the RSEC doors.
-That's in the area of 5800.000,
when all is said and done,"
Brockman added. -This is a good
thing for this community. There's no
doubt about that."
This is also a strength for the
host of the event, Murray State
University. The players are high
schoolers. Many of the fans backing
them are their classmates, which
JOHN WRIGHT Ledge, C Thmes photo
Personnel from the Murray-Calloway Codiity'Dl
saster & Emergency Services block traffiic on Ky.
means MSU has a chance to make
121 just west of Coldwater this
morning at the site of an accident involving
a semi truck. Work to remove the overturned vehic
quite an impression on those stule was causing motorists to be
detoured around the scene via Sand Lick Road. Richa
rd Keith Turnbow, 44, of Dyersburg, Tenn., was
dents when it comes to their decitraveling northbound on Ky.
121 North at 5:06 a.m. when his tractor trailer dropp
sion on where they will continue
ed off the right shoulder of the road, according
to
a report from the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department. He tried to bring the
their academic careers someday.
vehicle back onto the road and was unable to do
so.
The tractor trailer traveled
President Dr. F. King Alexander 396 feet down the shoulder and then the trailer started around the tractor, going off
the side of the road, according to the report
The trailer struck an embankment, causing
.
the vehicle to overturn. Turnbow was being treated in
the emergency room and is in
II See Page 2
stable condition, a hospital spokeswoman said.
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10 Weeks To Better Health & A Neky Body
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David F. Boyd
Opal Warren
Sandra Gail teedy
Sara Ezell
Amy Conway Mauger

Guaranteed Visible Results in
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JOHN WRIGHTteoger & Times photo

Six-year-old Jordyn Rowland of Murray reads to volunteer
volunteer Ann Darnell during Saturday's CharacterCounts
!
Celebration 2004 that was held at the Curris Center on
the
Murray State University campus. The event was In honor of
the
CharacterCounts! national education initiative that has
been
adopted by both the Murray Independent and Calloway
County
school districts.

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.(AP)—
\ plane carrying members of the
716th Military Police Battalion
arrived from Iraq early Saturday,
marking the last soldiers from Fort
Campbell to return home from the
war.
The clock showed 4:30 a.m., but
the crowd standing next to the run;
way cheered. unbothered by
thoughts of sleep.
Nathaniel Johnston, 2. wore a
camouf
.
lage outfit as he waited to
see his father. Nathaniel's grandmother. Pamela Johnston, held him
while she also looked for her son,
Capt. Michael Johnston.
"Oh my God, it's just wonderful
having him home," she told The
Leaf-Chronicle newspaper. "He has
a lot of family time to make up."
She motioned to her ,2randson_
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The girl's body was found on the
bank of Tygarts Creek — several
miles from where she vanished,
Wright said.
On Saturday, authorities found
the body of a man who was caught
in floodwaters while riding an allterrain vehicle near the Carter-Boyd
county line.
Weyland Ingle, 42, of Rush, was
found dead at 8 a.m. EST Saturday
in Williams Creek.
Sgt. Rod Williamson said Ingle
left his home at 2:30 a.m. Saturday
with others, who later found his
vehicle abandoned with the engine
still running. His body was discovered about a half-mile away from
the ATV, he said.
Dummitt disappeared in an area

where the National Weather Service
reported 2 inches of rain had fallen
by Saturday morning.
Carter County Sheriff Kevin
McDavid said the girl was a passenger in a pickup truck traveling along
a road through high water from
swollen Grassy Creek.
McDavid said rescuers think the
force of the floodwaters overturned
the truck, ejecting the girl. Four others were rescued.
Geraldine Williams, 49, lives
nearby and saw the truck bobbing in
the creek. She said the girl's father
told her she slipped from his hands
into the raging stream.
"He said,'I went under the water,
and she's gone.' How he even got
out, I don't know," Williams said.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Three Murray residents were
arrested Sunday night after someone reported having a gun held to
his head at a residence on Radio
Road.
Calloway County Sheriff's

Location in Southside
Shopping Center!
(Next to Rita's Neat Repeats and
the
former Reader's Gallery)

605E South 12th Street
753-1110 • 800-686-6009
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Department received the call at
3:53 p.m. Sunday. The arrests were
made about seven hours later.
Micky L. Cavitt, 44, was
charged with terroristic threatening,
first-degree wanton endangerment.
and second-degree assault. He
remained in the Calloway County
JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times photo
jail in lieu of a combined $10,500 The Murray Bank sign on the north end of town
displays a welcome to First Region basketball
cash bond for the three separate tans. The tournament, which starts today
, will bring in fans and their dollars from across the
charges, a jail spokeswoman said
Jackson Purchase
this morning.
Johnna Smith, 40, and Matthew
Smith, 19, were both charged with
complicity
to
second-degree
assault. They were each released
From Front
from jail after posting a $1,000 cash
to be something happening all the "Plus, with this
happening around
bond, a jail spokeswoman said.
time now.
our break, it gives them a chance to
relishes the opportunity. "It is a
All three subjects live at the
"And with the tournament here, have spending money
reward for a well-played basketball
for when they
same Poor Farm Road residence.
everybody wins."
do go back home."
season and it does give us an opporaccording to their arrest citations.
That includes current MSU stuNot that Todd is being biased,
tunity to showcase our students and
dents, too, though very few will bu‘something
she hopes to see each
facilities and our campus,"
even notice it starting tonight. That year are the school
Alexander said.
s with traditionalis because the vast majority of these ly large fan bases
not only involved
The boost is felt in the places
students will be affected after the but doing well.
Last year's statistics
most events like this affect —
clock reads 0:00, the fans have left seem to indicat
e why. The 20,600
restaurants, convenience stores, gas
the building and the teams have total attend
ance last year was some
stations and shopping places. About
boarded their buses to return to their 5,000 less from
the only thing not receiving a boost
attendance taken
homes.
from 2()02, when the larger schools
is the lodging industry as very few.
These are students that receive — namely Paduca
if any, of the visitors every year stay
h Tilghman,
paychecks from performing various Marshall
County and Graves
in Murray.
forms of work.
County — all had representatives in
However with new businesses
-1
"That's a real selling point for the semifinals
appearing, particularly on the north
of the traditionally
us. It's not easy all the time finding better-attend
ed boys tournament.
side of the city in viewing range of
individuals to clean up after peo- Marshall and
Tilghman — home to
the RSEC, Brockman feels this is
ple," said Shelley Todd, facilities one of
the most rejuvenated fan
something that can make fans want
manager for the RSEC, who will bases in
the region — played for the
to come back to Murray, even when
have 30 students holding positions title
in a year the Blue Tornado
a game is not happening.
during the tournament, 23 of which would
play for the state champi"Here we were having two peowill be for post-game clean-up onship
against Lexington Catholic.
ple looking into joining the chamchores.
With that kind of season.
ber. One was a business (from
"We really appreciate them for Tilghm
an games were'a must-sec to
Dyersburg, Tenn.) and the other has
that, too. Even though they're even a
non-Tilghman fan.
moved in from Paris, Tenn., and the
awfully tired, and they want to go
"And there is nothing much
person from the Dyersburg business
(back to their residential colleges or more excitin
commutes every day," he said.
g than high school basoff-campus apartments), they still ketball
tournament time," said
-They both could not stop talking
do their jobs, and it means a nice Callow
ay County Judge-Executive
about how vibrant this town is right
paycheck for them," she added. Larry Elkins.
now, and they're right. There seems
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REGISTRATION PACKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE SCHO
OL OFFICE.

Please bring your completed packet
and the following with youl
• Copy of Social Security Card
• Copy of official Birth Certificate
(with state seal)
• Eye and Physical Exam
• Up-to-Date immanizatioa
Certificate

See You & Your Child on March 11th!
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Nathaniel. and said,"He's got to get
to know Daddy now."
Behind her, the 101st Division
Band performed. Some of the soldiers exhaled deeply once they
were dismissed to reunite with their
families.
Capt. Johnston grabbed his son,
Nathaniel. and hugged him while
saying. "I can't believe it. I haven't
seen him in quite some time. I was
just counting down."
Marcus Zamor, a soldier with
the 716th, stood a little ways off in
the crowd, holding his wife,
Monica, and his baby daughter,
Marissa.
"This is probably one of the best
receptions of my three deployments," he said. When asked why.
Zamor answered, "This is the first
one l'‘e been married during."

Murray Elementary School
Thursday, March 11
5:00 - 6:30 p.m.
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Three arrested after
alleged Sunday incident
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Visit Us At Our New
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Fort Campbell unit returns from Iraq

Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927

• MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept between
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GRAYSON, Ky. (AP) — Three
have died after heavy rains
caused flash flooding in central and
eastern Kentucky this weekend.
Authorities said today that a
female body was recovered in
Nelson County. She had been missing since Friday night when high
waters swept the car she was driving
into a creek. Her name was not
released.
It was the third body recovered
after flooding hit the region.
The body of 4-year-old Abigail
Dummitt was found about 11 a.m.
EST Sunday morning near Kehoe.
in Greenup County, said coroner
Neil Wright. The girl disappeared
while riding in a pickup truck that
was swept into high water near
Grayson.
people

, Mt ititia
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Three dead after weekend flash floods

Tonight will be
mostly cloudy.
Tuesday will be
partly cloudy with
highs in the upper
40s
Wednesday will
be mostly sunny.
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Police search for gunmen after five
killed during Haiti demonstration
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)
— U.S. Marines are investigating
the attack on thousands celebrating
the ouster of President JeanBertrand Aristide that killed at
least five people and led Marines
to return fire in the first armed
action of their miftion to Haiti.
A few doctors without enough
medication or staff struggled
Monday to treat dozens of injured
from Sunday's protest, despite the
dramatic arrival of a French Air
Force helicopter that landed on a
major road to deliver emergency
supplies to Port-au-Prince's main
private hospital.
Sunday's was the worst attack
since Aristide fled Feb. 29 and
involved the first gunfire by U.S.
forces sent a week ago to stabilize
Haiti.
Among the five people killed
were Spanish television correspondent Ricardo Ortega. Dozens were
injured, including South Florida
photographer Michael Laughlin,
37.
What protesters called a "victory march" began with a couple
hundred people in Port-au-Prince's
Petionville suburb, with Haitian
police in the lead along with a convoy of U.S. Marines in five
Humvees mounted with machine
guns. Two truckloads of French
legionnaires were in the tail.
It was a test of Haiti's shaky
democracy in the aftershock of
Aristide's flight — prompted in
part by a monthlong popular rebellion — and of newly arrived U.S.
and French peacekeepers.
Aristide militants who have
attacked protesting opponents in
the past said they too would march
Sunday to demand the return of the
exiled leader who says he was
forced from power by the United
States.
seemed
confrontation
A
able.
inevit
"Try Aristide! Jail Aristide!"
protesters yelled, demanding he
stand trial for alleged corruption
and killings committed by his militant supporters.
As the number of protesters
swelled to thousands, the peacekeepers got hemmed in.
When _marchers converged on
the central Champs de Mars plaza,
gunfire erupted. Many witnesses
said they saw Aristide militants
start the shooting.
U.S. Maj. Richard Crusan said
ion
three Marines fired in the direct
of the attack.
"We are unaware that any
of
action was taken to other reports
wing
revie
still
are
We
ing.
shoot
that information," he said.
Many of Sunday's victims were

Iraqi politicians sign interim constitution

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq's
Goserning Council signed a landmark interim constitution Monday
after resolving a political impasse
sparked by objections from the
country's most powerful cleric. The
signing was a key step in U.S. plans
to hand over power to the Iraqis by
July I.
Before an audience of prominent
Iraqi and American civilian and military officials, including the top
administrator in Iraq, L. Paul
Bremer, the 25 council members
signed the document on an antique
desk once owned by King Faisal I,
Iraq's first monarch.
Council president Mohammed
PETER ANDREWS pool/AP photo
Bahr al-Ulloum called the signing a
Iraq Paul Bremer, front right, ges"historic moment, decisive in the US civilian Administrator in
President of the 25-member
history of Iraq."
tures to Mohammed Bahr al-Uloum.
during the meeting of the
ials
offic
docuother
this
that
"There is no doubt
Council, seated left, and
ment will strengthen Iraqi unity in a Iraqi Governing Council in Baghdad on Monday.
way never seen before," said
Massoud Barzani, a Kurdish leader
on the council. "This is the first time
that we Kurds feel that we are citizens of Iraq."
The signing came nine days after
a deadline set in a U.S. timetable.
The delay was caused by a mourning
period following deadly bomb
attacks on Shiite shrines, as well as
political wrangling on the U.S.picked council. The impasse strained
relations between Sunni, Shiite and
Kurdish leaders and highlighted the
Stock g GT4061
power of Iraq's Shiite clergy.
a
es
includ
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—
The charter
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al referendum planned for late 2005.
About an hour before the signing
ceremony began, insurgents tired
MSRP $21,905
mortar shells at two police stations
in. central Baghdad, injuring four
people, including one policeman,
Iraqi officials said.
Iraqi and U.S. officials still must
Stock CGC4360
agree on a method to create the govRICARDO MAZALAN/AP Photo
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KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) n
Explosions in southern and easter
ans
Afghanistan killed three civili
U.S.
and slightly wounded three
nment
soldiers, military and gover
officials said Monday.
on
The soldiers were injured
their
when
ng
Saturday eveni
Humvee hit a landmine or a bomb
80
on a road near Ghazni city, some
,
Kabul
l
capita
the
of
south
miles
Bryan
Col.
Lt.
military spokesman
Hilferty said.
Other members of the patrol
,
detained three men near the scene
"including one who was hiding in
cowan outhouse and one who was
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OVC Tournament
win makes us
feel like dancin'
Do you wanna dance? Why not?
Murray State University's men's basketball team is headed
back to the NCAA Tournament with an emotionally-charged
win over rival Austin Peay in Saturday's nationally-televised
game. And we couldn't be happier or prouder.
A hefty load of praise goes to first-year head coach Mick
Cronin. After serving on championship-caliber teams like
Cincinnati and Louisville, Cronin has maintained those championship ways with the Racers. He and his entire coaching
staff certainly deserve this honor.
And,of course, the horses on the team. They maintained
their vision and desire to reach the NCAAs again and have
achieved their dream.
Congrats to the Racers!

AGREE OR NOT
By Todd Duvall

Off &
Running
FRANKFORT - The audit of the offer big-time pay, but the
old Kentucky Racing Commission
perquisites and amenities were
by State Auditor Crit Luallen,
great. Derby Day alone was worth a
requested last week by Gov. Ernie
few tedious meetings a year. And
Fletcher. comes as no surprise.
under Gov. Paul Patton, the comThe Racing Commission, which
mission became something of a
Fletcher abolished soon after
employment agency for family and
becoming governor, was ripe for
friends at high salaries for little real
the kind of abuses that happen
work.
when an independent regulator
So it isn't surprising at all that
agency has too much power and too the commission members and staff
little oversight.
may have gotten the idea they were
Fletcher replaced the commisexempt from all those tedious state
sion with a new Kentucky Horse
rules and regulations about travel
Racing Authority and placed it
expenses, contracts and time sheets.
under the new
The commission
Environmental and
wasn't located in
Public Protection
the capital city.
Cabinet, which is a
and there was no
sprawling catch-all
supervisory agency
agency for just
to make certain the
about anything and
commission was
everything having
not breaking the
to do with regulatrules other agening whatever.
cies must go by.
Apparently. it
And since the
was a cabinet
commission was
investigation of the
made up of friends
spending and perand allies of the
sonnel actions in
governor, there
the old Racing
wasn't anyone to
Commission that
worry about dotproduced questionling i's and crossable practices that
ing t's like everyFletcher asked
one else in state
Luallen to investigovernment.
Crit Luellen
gate.
In fact, the
Those include:
Kentucky Racing Commission has
III Expenditures for travel, which been a scandal waiting to happen
include apartment rentals of more
for years, long befdre the Patton
than $1,000 a-month. hotel rentals
administration. Patton just had eight
that overlap, claims of excessive
years for the scandal to develop and
mileage and reimbursement for
unfold rather than the usual four
travel expenses during non-working years.
times. Fletcher's letter to Luallen
The well-publicized problems
cited $368,000 in travel expenses
with the commission, in fact, were
over a I9-month period.
one of the things to clean up in
IN Assessments on state raceFrankfort promised by Fletcher durtracks for the right to operate that
ing his campaign. It was equally
are paid annually to the commission well noted that abolishing the
com"do not appear to he supported by.
mission and soon after firing the
statute," the governor wrote. Also,
longtime executive director was one
the cabinet found that account
of Fletcher's first official actions
records hadn't been reconciled with
upon taking office.
bank deposits. Fines and licensing
What will be most interesting
fees from tracks make up about half about the Racing Commis
sion audit
of the commission's budget each
is that it represents the first time the
year.
Republican governor has sought the
•Personnel policies, including
assistance of the Democratic state
inconsistencies in the way some
auditor. Luallen readily agreed to
commission employees were paid.
take on the matter, even though she
None of this is especially new or will be taking a critical look at
surprising. Ed Hatchett, the previsome of her old boss' closest
ous state auditor, found excessive
friends and supporters during the
travel expenses by commission
years she was Patton's secretary of
employees last year, and the state
the cabinet.
Finance Cabinet has been looking
Knowing Luallen. she won't pull
at the way the commission issued
any punches. and Fletcher will get
contracts.
what he asked for, a thorough audit
Appointment to the Racing
that lays bare the failings of a reguCommission long was one of the
latory agency that acted like it did
plums that Kentucky governors
not have to abide by ordinary rules
gave out to favored friends and
tor doing state business.
financial supporters. Much like the
coveted University of Kentucky
Todd Duvull is an editorial writer
Board of Trustees. the Racing
for The State Journal in Frankfort.
Commission appointment lidn't
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Generation Yawn
Getting young voters to the polls never easy,
but some hope this year will be different

By MARTHA IRVIN
many students don't have the time Democratic Leadership for
the
AP National Writer
or inclination to track the candi21st Century.
CHICAGO(AP) — When
dates. But she also says candi"They might wonder,'If I
Greta Honold saw her hest friend
dates don't focus enough on getvote,
will it matter?" he adds.
on TV, standing next to Democrat ting their message to
students.
"But
they
might see a soup
Wesley Clark. her jaw dropped.
Researchers say that's a comkitchen
and
say, 'If I volunteer
"How cool is that?" said the
mon complaint.
there. I know I'll make a differ18-year-old senior at Chicago's
"It's kind of a vicious cycle.
Northside College Preparatory
ence."'
Young people's issues aren't disHigh School, which has sent sevTanya Gaspar, president of the
cussed, so they have less interest.
eral students to get a firsthand
And so on," says Molly Andolina. Monterey Bay Young Republicans
look at the race for the
a political science professor at
in northern California, also notes
Democratic nomination.
DePaul University and co-author
that many people who volunteer
Cool? To be standing next to a
of a 2002 study tided "The Civic
for candidates are in their 20s.
politician?
and Political Health of the
She says her group's efforts
It's exactly what teacher Tim
Nation."
this
year will include working
Devine expects to hear from stuThe study, based on surveys,
precinct
s to get young voters regdents in his advanced-placement
included a profile of what
istered — and encouraging them
government class, Honold among researchers called "Generation
to sign "permanent absentee"
them. Their interest in politics is.
DotNet," respondents ages 15 to
cards
so they don't miss any elecas he puts it, "off the charts.," an
25.
tions
in
their home districts.
anomaly in an era when increasThey found that younger geningly larger percentages of young , eration was,indeed, politically
The Young Voters Project is
people don't even bother to vote.
taking a slightly different tack, by
disengaged.
Experts say it's also an examencouraging college students to
Only 24 percent of DotNets
ple of what's possible when
said they followed government
register in the state where they
young people are engaged in the
and public affair. "very often."
attend school. Once they're regispolitical process. And this eleccompared with 60 percent of eldtered. peer leaders will then contion year, activists are out to
erly voters, 50 percent of baby
tact them on election day by
prove it — with more coordinatboomers and 37 percent of Gen
phone or — some say, better yet
ed, better-funded efforts to get
Xers.
—
by showing up on their
young voters to the polls.
Researchers also found the
doorsteps, offering rides to the
The Pew Charitable Trust, for
youngest group were the most
instance, is pouring millions of
distrustful, with 70 percent agree- polls.
"It's traditional 'knock-anddollars into a grass-roots, nonpar- ing with the statement that,"Most
drag'
stuff," says Ivan Frishberg,
tisan effort called the New Voters
people would take advantage of
outreach and communications
Project.
you."
The aim is to get more young
coordinator for the New Votes
Alex Hart, a junior at
voters, Particularly those 18 to 24. Michigan State University, says
Project, which is largely based on
to the polls this November in
"Get Out The Vote" research conhis peers' wariness certainly
states where the project will be
extends to those who run for
ducted by researchers at Yale focussed: Colorado. Iowa,
office.
University.
Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon
"People our age see politicians
Frishberg also notes that
and Wisconsin. Organizers hope
as swindlers — people who Will
MTV's
"Choose or Lose" camto show politicians how to do it
say anything to get elected," says
paign
is
bigger this year. And he
— with peer-centered, face-toHart. who's leaning toward voting
says that all efforts aimed at getface drives in precincts that has e
for the Constitution party's presilarge numbers of youth.
dential candidate because he feels ting youth to register and vote —
from the music industry's "Rock
They have their work cut out
that President Bush hag•okanthe Vote" to World Wrestling
for them.
cloned some conservative causes.
Entertainment's "Smack Down
Since 1972, when the voting
Still, he's not voting because
age was dropped to 18, young
Your Vote" — are coordinating
he thinks he has to.
people have been increasingly'
their efforts.
"I don't think it's my duty to
disinterested in casting a ballot
vote," Hart says. "I vote because
Andolina, at DePaul, says she
for president. Turnout hit an allthere are a lot of things that mathas "a lot of hope" that the Young
time low in 2000, when an estine.t00
ait,
"
Voters Project will become a
mated 42 percent of voters 18- to
That, , was a common senmodel for politicians from all par24-year olds went to the polls.
timent among young people in the ties.
That compares with 70 percent of 2002 survey, who were not motiStill, she cautions that the
adults 25 and older who voted
vated by the argument that voting
solution is not a one-step process.
that year, according to the Center
is a civic responsibility — though
She says political involvement
for Information & Research an
they are civic-minded in others
also must be encouraged by
Civic Learning & Engagement.
ways.
based at the University of
everyon
e from friends and memAndolina and her colleagues
Maryland.
bers of the clergy to after-school
found, for instance, that the
Many wonder if Democrat
program organizers. teachers —
DotNetters are just as likely as
Howard Dean's failure — despite
and especially a young person's
other generations to express their
support from a strong core at
views through boycotts or
family.
young people — will only add to
protests. They're also more likely
Nikhar Ahmed, another of
the younger generation's political
to volunteer — 40 percent of
Devine's students at the Chicago
apathy. And even some young
those surveyed said they'd
high school, understands the
people who want to vote are skep- engaged in at least some voluntical that this election will reverse teer activity in the past year. com- power of the latter.
She and her father plan to go
the long-standing trend.
pared with a third of Gen Xers
"Now that it's our turn, a lot of and baby boomers, and less than a to the polls together this year,
each of them voting for the first
people don't want to take responquarter of elderly respondents.
time after recently receiving their
sibility," says I8-year-old Juan
"People always talk about votPablo Prieto. another of Devine's
U.S. citizenship.
ing as if voting indicates how
students.
"He and I might vote for difmuch youth are involved and
Meredith Hot*. a 20-year-old
ferent people — but it's OK,"
higarested." says David Burd, a
sophomore majoring in business
says Ahmed, a young Muslim of
23-year-old Harvard University
and sociology at Emory
law student who helped form the
Indian descent. "We'll be there
University in Atlanta. agrees that
Boston chapter of the group
and it's exciting,"

Bush's
foreign
policy
mean
By DEB RIECHMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)—
Foreign nations and their citizens
often agree with U.S. policy goals
— an Iraq without the brutal
Saddam Hussein, a Haiti without
the ineffective and increasingly corrupt President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide.
But they often don't agree with
the Bush administration's go-in-first
and alone, arid talk-with-friends
later approach to achieving those
goals. In short, they agree with the
ends, not the means.
Bush officials dismiss the criticism, but Caribbean nations added
their voices this week to the earlier
chorus of countries that have criticized the United States for highhanded, unilateral actions, from Iraq
last year to Haiti this year.
On Thursday, more than a dozen
Caribbean nations rejected joining
. any peacekeeping force for Haiti
and called for an international,
independent investigation into the
ouster of Aristide, a democratically
elected leader.
Aristide, who fled into exile in
Africa aboard a U.S-provided jet as
rebels closed in on the Haitian capital, claimed U.S. troops forced him
to leave. Top Bush administration
officials strongly denied that the
United States, in strong-armed fashion, pushed Aristide out of office.
"The actions taken by the international community in Haiti helped
save Haitian constitutional democracy, helped save the lives of Mr..
Aristide and his family as well as
hundreds, if not thousands of
Haitians," a senior administration
official said. "There will always be
criticism of policies."
It's not the actions the administration is taking,-Bush critics argue
— but the way the administration
handles them.
U.S. credibility is being questioned in both Haiti and Iraq, said
Rick Barton, who worked at the
U.S. Agency for International
Development in the 1990s, where
he helped to start political development programs in more than 20
war-torn regions, from the
Philippines to Rwanda,from Bosnia
to Haiti.
The administration was forced to
defend itself for the reasons it went
into Iraq when weapons of mass
destruction were not found — even
though critics have never questioned that the world is better without Saddam in power.
This week it had to defend itself
against accusations that Aristide
was forcefully removed from Haiti.
"In the end, our credibility, once
again, is undermined," Barton said.
Speaking for the Caribbean community, Jamaican Prime Minister
P.J. Patterson said the group
believes Aristide's exit should have
been done under the auspices of
some independent body, such as the
United Nations.
Aristide's claim that he was
forced to step down constituted a
"very dangerous precedent not only
for Haiti, but also for democratically elected leaders and governments
throughout the region," Patterson
said.
Added South African Foreign
Affairs Minister Nkosazana
Dlamini-Zuma:"The suggestion
that President Aristide may have
been forced out of office, if true,
will have serious consequences and
ramifications for the respect of the
rule of law and democracy the
world over.don't necessarily buy into the
notion that we kidnapped Aristide.
but we certainly did not give him
options because we didn't offer to
come down and protect him," said
Bathsheba Crocker, an expert on
Iraqi reconstruction at the Center
for Strategic and International
Studies in Washington."So in *
essence, he faced possible, likely
assassination because the city was
going to be overrun — or leaving."
She said Caribbean nations have
reason to be concerned about how
the United States handled Aristide
— especially the once-stable
democracy of Venezuela, south of
Haiti.
Hundreds of opponents of
President Hugo Chavez marched
Thursday to demand the release of
350 people they say were arrested
in days of rioting. The unrest in
Venezuela, the world's No. 5 oil
exporter, was sparked when a
national elections council turned
down a petition calling for a vote to
recall Chavez.

Red Cross
gears up for
Disaster
Blaster

Obituaries
Imes-Miller
Funeral Home
& Crematory
753-7000

Mrs. Opal Warren

Recovery efforts to resume today
in water taxi accident in Maryland
I•ederal
BALTIMORE (AP)
authorities are looking at poor
weather as one explanation for
why a water taxi capsized over the
weekend, leaving one woman dead
and three people missing.
The National Transportation
Safety Board is also investigating
the boat's condition as well as its
captain and first mate, said Ellen
Engleman-Conners, the agency's
. Both crew members survi
chairman

The Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross is gearing
up for its second annual Disaster
Blaster event with a solicitation campaign to local businesses this week.
Members of the chapter's board
along with event volunteers are asking local businesses to help offset the
costs of the event so more of the pro.Strong winds accompanying a
ceeds raised can be used for disaster
sudden storm apparently overrelief in Calloway County. This
turned the pontoon Saturday afteryear's Disaster Blaster is set for
noon near Fort McHenry. Of the 23
Saturday, March 27 from 10 a.m. to
passengers, 19 were rescued.
2 p.m. at Lowe's parking lot.
Six of the survivors remain hosAccording to Calloway County
pitalized. An 8-year-old girl and a
Chapter executive director, Holly
Webb, support last year "was really
30-year-old woman were in critical
pretty good for the first time we concondition late Sunday.
ducted this event. We are hoping for
Recovery crews with divers and
even more support this year and that
dogs trained to find submerged
more people will be familiar with
bodies returned to the scene
what we are trying to accomplish."
Sunday morning but stopped work
The purpose of- the Calloway
ing about 6 p.m. because of darkRed Cross Disaster Blaster is
County
Mrs. Sara Ezell
ness and choppy waters. They were
to provide a one-day communityMrs. Sara Ezell, 75, Pleasant Hill Drive. Almo, died Sunday. March 7.
to regroup at daybreak
expected
in
wide format for every family
2004, at 5:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Monday.
Calloway County to develop its own
Preceding her in death were one son, James D. Ezell; one grandson,
Navy reservists rushed to the
action plan. This event prodisaster
Mark Ezell; one great-grandson, Jerome F. Ezell; five sisters, Callie
after seeing the boat in trouscene
vides one-on-one contact between
sailors described the horThe
ble.
Benson, Emmer Duke, Ellie Wallace, Pearl Alexander and Ora B. Burress,
the
and
citizens
Calloway County
I.
Oct.
Born
.
Mayfield
survivors clinging tu
Neely
and
Wilbur
scene:
rific
George,
and four brothers, Jessie,
agencies, organizations, and busied vessel in frigid
overturn
the
welland
health
1928, she was the daughter of the late George Milton Mayfield and Willie
foster
which
nesses,
by rain, telling
pounded
disaster
water
Bonen Rogers Mayfield.
being, as well as support
below.
trapped
were
Kay
more
Julia
Mrs.
them
safety.
daughter,
and
one
Ezell;
ess
Roy
preparedn
husband,
Survivors include her
The rescuers used a ramp on
Last year, approximately 25 difTisdale, Pontiac, Ill.; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
their troop landing ship to lift the
ferent organizations, agencies, and
The funeral will be today (Monday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Imess participated in the event.
water taxi partly out of the water.
businesse
officiate.
will
Lambert
Kerry
Rev.
The
of
Murray.
Miller Funeral Home
ors estimate more
coordinat
Event
Officer Jeffrey King said.
Petty
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
involvement this year and are
, it was like the end ot
"Brother
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
encouraged that more funds can be
movie once that thing
'Titanic'
the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Lung Association of
raised for disaster relief at this year's
said. "I mean those
King
up,"
lifted
Kentucky. Bluegrass Regional Office, 1636 Nicholasville Road, Suite One.
event.
bodies just floated up.Lexington. Ky., 40503.
Every group that participated last
Lt. Cmdr. Art Eisenstein said he
year will be back again this year, jumped into the water and grabbed
with a few additional participants. a little girl who was unconscious
Mrs. Sandra Gail Leedy
"We are all really looking forward to and floating face-down.
Mrs. Sandra Gail Leedy, 48, Betsy Lane, Ky., formerly of Murray, died
being able to be on-site with the
Sunday. March 7, 2004, at 1:30 a.m. at Presbyterian Hospital, Pittsburgh,
"Just to hear that she's still with
emergency responders and helpingis just amazing," Eisenstein
us
Pa.
agencies for the day," said Webb.
in
worked
had
she
Hospital,
County
alloway
said.
Murray-C
at
nurse
former
A
-The relationship between these
home health in Fort Pierce, Fla. She was a Girl Scout leader in Calloway
folks and the Red Cross is extremely
County for several years and a member of Betsy Lane Church of Christ and
important. When disaster strikes,
of the Order of the Eastern Star.
we'll be ready to do our part and
people will be familiar with the role
She was born July 22. 1955, in Calloway County.
was
she
whom
to
Leedy,
we play." Webb added that first
D.
Franklin
Survivors include her husband,
s, emergency assistance
husband,
responder
and
Lamb
Jennifer
Mrs.
,
daughters
two
1986;
18,
married Oct.
health and safety-related
agencies,
d,
grandchil
one
and
Mike, and Mrs. Christy Watkins and husband. Ben.
organizations, as well as preparedfather,
her
Kirksey;
Stone,
Mavis
Mrs.
mother,
Dylan Fry, all of Murray; her
ness information providers all work
wife, Paulette,
James F. Scott, Murray; two brothers. Stan Scott and
together to maximize resources to
Home.
Kirksey, and Tim Stone and wife, Julie, Murray.
take care of Calloway Countians
ents.
arrangem
of
charge
in
is
Home
Funeral
Businesses have the opportunity
Churchill
J.H.
Auto
to fund several aspects of the event
Form.
nal
promotio
including purchasing
Mrs. Amy Conway Mauger '
Saturday,
items, brochures, and first aid kits to
IRA's.
Mrs. Amy Conway Mauger, 87, Glendale Road. Murray, died
sell at the event, as well
or
away
give
Hospital.
County
alloway
Murray-C
at
a.m.
Nursing Home.
March 6, 2004, at 10
as underwriting the cost of printing
brothers all preHer husband. George P. Mauger Jr., one sister and three
sell
to
ts
t-shir
providing
and
flyers,
Grove, she was the
ceded her in death. Born Aug. 10, 1916, in Spring
at the event. The chapter has
Conway.
Henshaw
Gertrude
and
Conway
Joseph
daughter of the late
received some contributions already,
Tenn.; two
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Bobbie Ritchie, Paris,
but still needs assistance in many
Conway, Marion; five
areas.
brothers, Tommy Conway, Evansville. Ind.. and Jack
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
Evansville, Barbara Ann
If your organization, agency, or
nieces, Glenda Ritchie, Murray, Ruth Ann Hall,
and Paula Conway,
business would like to contribute to
www.ldbmurray.com
Booker, Marion. Trudy Moye, Mt. Vernon, Ind..
Henry
and
e,
Evansvill
Disaster Blaster or if you would
Jr.,
the
Conway
Russellville; two nephews, Bonnie
like to learn more about the event,
great-nephews; one greatConway, Detroit, Mich.; four great-nieces: two
contact Holly Webb, executive
Regina,
Mark.
STUART
friends,
great-nephew. Robbie Markum, Murray; special
director, Calloway County Chapter
Cole and Jessie Alllen.
ALEXANDER
American Red Cross, at 270-753r East Chapel,
The funeral will be Tuesday at I p.m. in Alexande
1421.
f.P
Park, Evansville.
Evansville, Ind. Burial will follow in Sunset Memorial
p.m.
8
to
5
from
e.
Evansvill
Chapel,
East
Visitation will be at Alexander
today (Monday).
charge of local arrangeJ.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray was in
ments.
Fund of Glendale
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Activity
Place, 905 Glendale Rd.. Murray, Ky., 42071.

Mrs. Opal Warren,93, Murray, died Sunday. March 7. 2004, at 9:45 a.m.
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Barbara Latimer, Oaks Country Club
Lane, Murray.
She was married in 1929 to 011is Warren. who died in 1%7. One greatgrandson, Richard Warren Latimer, also preceded her in death. Born in
November 1910, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of the late
Thomas Lee and Lucille Jones Lee.
Mrs. Warren was a member of Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church
in Marshall County.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Latimer and husband,
Richard, three sisters, Mrs. Odie Burkeen, Mrs. Dorothy Morris and Mrs.
Nell Weatherford, and one brother, Ovie Lee. all of Murray; two grandchildren, Shelia Latimer Dever and Ricky Warren Latimer; four great-grandchildren, Shauna Lee Dever, Derek Dever, Cody Lee Latimer and Lacey
Ann Latimer.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. The Rev. James Fulton and the Rev. James Lawson will officiated.
Burial will follow in the Unity Cemetery in Marshall County.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).
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JERRY NEBLETT. US Navy AP Photo
taxi are provided blankets
water
d
capsize
the
of
Passengers
Inner Harbor
and care aboard a U.S. Navy boat in Baltimores
after being rescued.

Peppers Toyota
Nationwide
Clearance Event
2004 Toyota Camry LE
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All Tacomas In Stock Must Go
Up To $4,000.00 Off MSRP.

2004 Toyota Matrix
Stock #TC4088

Becuns To Blossoms
Opening For The Season
"Tuesday, March 9

David F. Boyd

Sunday at .2 p.m. in the
Memorial services for David F. Boyd were
Thomas Clendenen and
Rev.
The
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
the Rev. Terry Wilson officiated.
Monday. March I. 2004. at
Mr. Boyd, 59, Midway Road. Murray, died
10 p.m. at his home.
also a retired automobile
Retired from Murray Fire Department. he was
Church.
dealer. He was a member of North Fork Baptist
he was the son of the late
Tenn.,
County,
Henry
in
Born Nov. 28, 1944,
Carnol Boyd and Pauline Paschall Boyd.
and one granddaughSurvivors include one son. Robert (Bobby) Boyd.
Jerry Boyd
brother,
one
ter, Bailey Elizabeth Boyd. both of Hazel;
James
friends.
special
Murray;
Houston, Texas; one nephew, Jeremy Boyd.
Paid Obituary
and Debbie Spann.
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Former Murray woman Woodmen of World Lodge 728
will be 100 on March 13
Mrs. Zela Mary Ann Steele
Fanner, former resident of Murray. will celebrate her 190th birthday on Saturday. March 13 at I
p.m. at River's Bend Retirement
Community. Kultawa.
Joining her in the centennial
celebration will be her son and
daughter-in-law , Michael (Mike)
and Ann Farmer; granddaughters.
Jacqui Kearns and husband, Kerry.
Michele Edwards and husband.
Russell. and Ashley Schnittker and
husband, Doug; and great-grandchildren. Mickey and Maggie
Schnittker and John Kearns.
The family invites her friends,
both past and present, to help her
celebrate her birthday at River's
Bend.
Born in Calkiway County on
March 12, 1904, she is the daughter of the late William Almer
Steele and Martha H. Stubblefield
Steele. Her two brothers were Raymond (Rainey) and George Steele.
She grew up in the Hazel community of Calloway County and
attended Shiloh School through
the eighth' grade. As a young

is
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

MATINEES SAT. & SUN. ONLY
Starsk.), and Hutch
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:45
Hidalgo
PG13 -6:55 - 9:40
Twisted
R - 7:00 - 9:15
Passion of the Christ
- ti tng on 2 Screens)
R - 6:45 - 7:15
R - 9:30 - 9:50
Eurotrip
R - 9:10
Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen
PG - 7:10
50 First Dates
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:25
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MARCH 11
Program Information Call 753-3314

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Libraries Team plans promotion

woman. she worked as a telephone operator, becoming one of
the first "working" women during
the infancy of communication technology.
She met and Married Carrol
Farmer on Dec. 19,1932 at the
age of 28. Rev. R. F. Gregory of
the Missionary Baptist Church married them. Mr. and Mrs. Glyco
Wells were the couple's only attendants.
Her husband, Carrol Farmer, an
electrician, brought in the age of
home electricity. Together, they
owned and operated West Kentucky Electric Company, located
on North Fourth Street in Murray. One son. Michael Carrot was
horn in September 1938.
Mrs. Farmer led a quiet life
focused primarily on business and
family in Murray. The couple sold
their business and retired in 1967.
During their retirement, they stayed
close to home and enjoyed spending time with their family.
Mike and his family spent summers with his parents while establishing their own houseboat rental
business on Kentucky Lake. This
business later moved to Lake
Barkley to what is now Buzzard
Rock Resort. Her granddaughters
remember their grandmother as an
accomplished seamstress and homemaker.
Mr. Farmer died in February
of 1977 after a brief illness. Mrs.
continued to live at 309 North
4th Street in Murray until the late
1980s when she moved to Kuttawa to be closer to her family.
Kuttawa
United
She joined
Methodist Church after moving to

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

7141
Photos provided
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'MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTS
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•LONG-TERM CARE
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•HEALTH
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of International Association of Administrative Professionals® will offer a scholarship to an entering freshman
majoring
in a business related field for the 2004-2005 at Murray
State University. Anyone interested in this scholarship should send a resume
to Murray Chapter 1AAP, attention Sarah Alexander, E-4, 1500
Coach
Est. Dr., Murray, KY 42071. The deadline is March 12,
2004.

Buchanan will read on Wednesday
Henry Buchanan,

Ernestine Hargis, side photo,
was presented the "Fraternal
Spirit Award" for 2003 by the
Woodmen of the World Lodge
728 at its recent meeting at
Pam's Cake Hut. Eric Kelleher,
director of Murray-Calloway
Senior Citizens, left in top
photo, was presented the
"Outstanding Citizen Award"
for 2003 with Mildred Horn,
president of the lodge, making the presentation.

author, will read from his tales, both old and
new, on Wednesday, March 10, from 3 to 4 p.m. at the
Calloway
Public Library. The public is invited.

East Council will meet Tuesday
East

Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will
met Tuesday. March 9, at 5 p.m. at the school. The
meeting is open
to all interested persons.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet

1
114

Troopers present program

Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet
Tuesday, March 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple. Highway
121
North at Robertson Road North, Murray.

local Curves and join with no service
fee. All groceries will be donated to
local food banks.
www.cumesintemational.com

THEOS (They Help Each Other Spiritually) will meet Tuesday.
March 9, at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Lillian
Steele will present the program on "Does Anybody Care?" The group
will go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade. This is for any person who
has lost a souse through death. For information call Steele at 732875, Opal Howard at 753-1998 or Karen Isaacs at 753-2411.

Kentucky State Troopers, from left, Jason Young, Ryan Dawson and Brian Duvall presented an assembly program at
Calloway County Day Treatment Center. They discussed
dealing with choices that each student must make during
their school years. All three troopers are graduates of Calloway County High School.

Acceptance Capital
Mortgage

Corporation

Alzheimer's Support Discussion Group will meet Tuesday. March
9, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Cindy Ragsdale L.S.W. at 762-1108.

Parkinson's Group will meet Tuesday

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday, March 9, at noon
at the Senior Citizens Area of Weaks Community Center. For information call Dixie Hopkins at 753-6001.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and two-hour blood sugar screenings at
its stops in March. Stops this week will be at Blood River Baptist
Association. Hardin from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and Aurora BBQ from 1
to 2:30 p.m. Tuesday, March 9; and at Lowes of Murray from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. on Wednesday, March 10.

WOW Lodge 728 will meet tonight
Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will have its monthly dinner
meeting on Monday, March 8, at 6 p.m. at Pam's Cake Hut. 410
Main St.. Murray. It is not necessary to make reservations.

Republicans will meet tonight
Calloway County Republican Party will meet Monday. March 8, at
7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway Public Library. All interested persons are invited.

Passover is one of the most significant of all the Jewish holidays, and
it was celebrated by the most significant Jew of all time — Jesus.
Come see and hear Jews for Jesus unfold the story of redemption from
the Exodus to Calvary in Christ in the Passover.

2004 Chrysler PT Cruiser
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— 1,195
— 2,500
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Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday, March 9, at 7 p.m. at
the Weaks Community Center. All.singles are invited. For more information call Vickie at 753-3128 or Laverne at 753-0181:

ChRiSt iN the PASSOVER
so

1-1

Singles will meet Tuesday

JEWS Fx:x1{JESUS

*Bring a bag of non-perishable food
items this week (March 8-12) to your

Sat
a.m
Lib

Al-Anon meeting on Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday. March 9, at 7 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the soutliside rear door located
west of the playground. The only requirement 4 that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

COME BY TODAY AT 632 SOUTH 4TH STREET, MURRAY,KY
OR CALL 270-753-7665
TOLL FREE B88-246-4093
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Committee of Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today, March 8, at 5
p.m.

*PURCHASE OR REFINANCE
*DEBT CONSOLIDATION
*PAY OFF YOUR CREDIT CARDS
*MOAT ALL CREDff GRADES
*CREDIT CHALLENGESSANKRUPTCIES

FOOD DRIVE
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MMS Committee will meet today
Curriculum

Alzheimer's group will meet Tuesday

provides coverage for
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Murray IMP Chapter offers scholarship
Murray Chapter

Zela Mary Ann Farmer

Photo provided

•LIFE INSURANCE
'AUTOMOBILES
•HOMEOWNERS
-COMMERCIAL

Holly Webb, executive director of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red Cross, is
scheduled to speak about "American Red Cross
Services" at the meeting of the Delta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club on Wednesday,
March 10, at 1 p.m. at the club house.
The "Thought for the Day" will be given by
Kay Ray.
Hostesses will be Sally Alexander, Suzy Crook
and Louise Swann.
At the February meeting of the department,
Dr. Hal Capps presented a talk about "The Aging
Eye." Hostesses were Sally DuFord and Gloria
Shull.

MSU Libraries will have a Relay for Life rebate day on Tuesday.
March 9, from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Customers
are
asked to give their receipts to cashiers for the team to receive credit.

11 See Page 7

Robert Elfilingrort. Jr

Red Cross director will
speak at Delta meeting
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Admission Free
An offering for the evangelistic work of Jews for Jesus will be received.
Jews FOR Jesus, 60 Haight Street, San Francisco, CA 94102-5895
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Kenlake Ladies Golf

Habitat for Humanity

Potter is
nominee

Kenlake Ladies Gull League
met Wednesday. Feb. 25, at 8 a.m.
for its monthly breakfast at Kenlake State Park Hotel.
The group is planning for its
golf season each Wednesday morning at the Hamrick Memorial Golf
Course at the park
Ina Horton, league member, said
"last year we had 35 members in

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Sheila
Bucy Potter, formerly of Murray,
has been announced as one of
five nominees for the 2004 Kentucky Literary Award for Poetry.
Ms. Potter, Frankfort, was nombook,
her
for
inated
"Home Place and Other Stories,"
published in 2003 by Broadstone
Books, Frankfort.
Her work has been nominated
for the 2004 Pushcart prize, and
has previously appeared in "Journal of Kentucky Studies."
The Kentucky Literary Award
is prtsented annually at the Southern Kentucky Book Fest in Bowling Green for the best book published in the previous year by a
Kentucky author in fiction, nonfiction and poetry.
The winners of the 2004 awards
will be announced April 16.
Potter is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Solon Bucy of Murray.
She is a graduate of Murray State
University.

Exhibit planned
has
Guild
Art
Murray
announced the date for "Visual Evidence," its annual juried exhibition. Entries will be accepted on
Tuesday and Wednesday, March
9 and 10, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the guild. The opening reception and award presentation will
be Sunday, March 14, 2004, from
2 to 4 p.m.

]The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regularly scheduled Bridge play on Wednesday,
March 3, at the club.
First place winner was Maxa
Read and second place winner was
Bronda Parker.
Sue Wells served as hostess.

Bridge will be played Wednesday, March 10, at 9:15 a.m. at
the club.
In the event you have not signed
up. call Sue Wells, hostess, at
753-3671. All members are welcome to play.

BirthAnnouncements
Kent Allen Patterson

Murray are the parents
Scottie D. Patterson and Amy L. Tipton of
y, Feb. 10, 2()04, at
Tuesda
on
born
son,
Patter
Allen
of a son, Kent
l.
Hospita
12:07 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
and measured 19 inchThe baby weighed six pounds four ounces
is Allison Paulette
sister
a
and
es. A brother is Steven Tyler Patterson
Photo provided
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by Charlie York

Writer's Potpourri will meet
Saturday, March 13, at 9:30
a.m. at Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers.
Charlie York, director, has
released one of the poems written by the participants as follows:
Twilight on The Ridge
By W.O. (Dub) Hurt
When twilight comes to
"Whiskey Ridge"
It's lonely as the grave
Many a man has walked that
trail
Trying to prove they're brave.
You walk where "Aunt Alice"

walked
A chill is in the air
You sense the presence of
"Aunt Alice"
But you cannot see her there.
A lone cricket begins to chirp
Buried somewhere in the
leaves
That have fallen to their winter's bed
• From the lofty trees.
As you walk along, you stumble, and
Fall to trembling knees
Your choke and gasp for air
You find it hard to breath.
I walked that trail once
The moon shined down
through ghostly branches
I don't go there anymore
I'm not taking any chances.

They have paved the old trail
now
The traffic rolls on by
As the winds whisper through
the trees
With a mournful sigh.
If you travel down that way,
and
Per-chance you fail to meet
Aunt Alice walking down the
trail
Then check your passenger

From Page 6
Lyon County, but was a life long
member of Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church in the Hazel community.
Mrs. Farmer has a great sense
of humor, is a non-smoker and a
fierce teetotaler, loves working
crossword puzzles. Apparently,
longevity is a family trait as Zela's
grandfather J. Wes Steele, a Confederate veteran of the Civil War.
died in 1932 at 100 years of age.
She is a cancer survivor and has
been living with only one kidney
for the last 60 years. An .avid

Seat.
She'll ride along beside you
She really means no harm
She'll bid you stop and let
her out
By the old "Double Barns"
Folks that live down there
Moved in from far away
When they find out about
"Aunt Alice"
I wonder if they'll stay!

• Green Leaf Candles & Scents
• Mary Engelbreit • Home Decor,
• Full-Service Florist

New Spring Items
Out Daily

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm
605 S. 12th St.• 762-0207
Owner - Rita Wyatt
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Spring & Summer!
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We Also Have Prom Formals

GET READY FOR SPRING! BREAK

I
Eye
E Exam $69 Contact Lens Exam

(270) 753-5507.

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate' is:
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• Free Tire Rotation
• Free Safety
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Murrays Newest Florist
and Gift Skoppe

Christian Ann Higdon

the parents of a daughMr. and Mrs. Nathan Higdon of Murray are
17, 2004, at MurFeb.
y.
Tuesda
on
born
,
ter, Christian Ann Higdon
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
and measured 20 inchThe baby weighed seven pounds 10 ounces
Richards.
es. The mother is the former Kendra
ds of Boaz and Greg
Grandparents are Kenneth and Sharon Richar
and Carol Higdon of Fancy Farm.

RTURING

A0,2,5prositing

walker, she could be found walking to town for groceries well into
her 80s.

Patterson.
and Donnie Tipton Sr.,
Grandparents are Pat and Nancy Patterson
all of Murray.

EYES & EYEWEAR

,51701Me -8411641M1

Murray woman ...

•

/01/70 SY2R/A/C WITH A
SU8SCR/PT/OA/ TO
AWES.
THE MURRAY &DOER

CALL

753-5315

The news sourcefor
Murray-Calloway County.

for an appointment

VERY'
DELIVER"
CARRIER DELI
3 Months — 821.75
6 Months —143.50
1 Year — $84.(X)

5aeoctrie &Jar./

Only $14.95

(5 qt oil: some makes & modets may be drfferenn
%lust Present(upon

V

our league and averaged about 20
ladies playing every Wednesday."
Any woman interested in playing golf with the league is invited. For more information contact
Ina Horton at 1-270-354-9346 or
Dotty Elliott at 1-270-527-5372.
The next breakfast meeting will
be Wednesday. March 31, at 8
a.m. at the Kenlake Hotel.

Ladies of the Oaks

Writer'sPotpourri

OIL
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Agricultural Safety Awareness

Springtime prunnmg
begins in March

bud on the outside of the branch.
al
or fruiting and maintain the natur
will direct growth to the outMany homeowners who ha‘c
This
main
beauty of plants. Generally,
a
for
ence
resid
same
the
in
lived
side. Head back dwarf burford or
taining the natural form of a plant
number of years often face one or
Japanese hollies to control their
desirable. Exceptions occur
is
have
that
es
n
holli
grow
o‘er
more
height without altering the growth
when plants are espaliered (trained
gradually
habit of the plant. Thinning is the
topito a surface) or pruned into a
encroached
removal of a shoot or branch either
ary ("rxxxiled" hollies or other
on windows
back to ground level .or back to
ushapes). I once saw a rather unus
and doors
another main branch or trunk No
al and unnatural privet topiary that
around the
prominent stub remains. Typically,
resembled a lawn chair. A privet
house. This
overgrown forsythia is thinned by
table topiary also accompanied the
might not be
pruning out one third of the older
chair.
a problem
branches at ground level.
The best time to prune
for some but
Prune hybrid tea roses, floribroadleaf evergreens is in early
‘•thers conbundas and grandifloras in early
spring. mid March into April, right
Extension cerned with
g as the buds are swelling but
sprin
before new growth initiates. This
cape
lands
before growth has started. Remove
ing seaNotes
princi- gives them the entire grow
n
desig
dead wood by cutting at least an
all
By Lloyd
son to recover. Prune summer
rappea
ples.
inch below the dead area. In some
Weatherly
floWering plants like rose of
of the
ance
cases, entire canes may be winty
Calloway Coun
Sharon and crepemyrtle at the same
and
home
terkilled and should be removed.
Agriculture
time. They form flowers on new
ity
secur
t
Select three to five healthy canes
Agen
Extension
growth. Prune spring flowering
might be
symmetrically located around the
azaleas and
inclined to do shrubs like forsythia.
plant and prune back to between 18
a after they bloom since they
spire
The
tion.
situa
the
t
abou
g
somethin
and 24 inches. These canes should
form flowers on old growth.
choices are to remove the plants
be cut one- quarter inch above a
Pteming junipers requires -a little
:Ind replant something smaller.
large, strong bud facing outward..
tiadven
more care since they lack
remove the plants and leave the
Many people mow Iiriope at.tbe
• s (hidden) buds and often have
'nou
area bare, or prune back the existst mowing height to remove
highe
.
a bare zone within the plant
s. Others use pruning
ing shrubs. Fortunately, most
leave
old
Pruning stimulates plants with
hedge shears. Now is the
broadleaf evergreen shrubs can be
or
s
shear
new
adventitious buds to produce
e liriope.
prun
pruned hack rather severely with
to
time
growth so the effects of pruning are
s have to be
plant
no ill effects. Obviously, pruning a
all
Not
more
short lived and,plants recover
healthy pro- '
have
you
ten-foot shrub back to three feet
If
pruned.
quickly. When pruning junipers
size that is
a
with
s
will leave nothing but pare branchplant
ve
ducti
on
sure green foliage remains
make
uce
prod
ly
ulous
go pruning.
mirac
fore
will
ly
es that
appealing simp
stems that are cut back. Prune
planting
of
e
ntag
adva
bright green new growth as springone
s
That'
arborvitae conservatively like .
right place.
the
in
time brings warmth and sunlight.
plant
right
the
bare
a
have
junipers since they also
When considering new plantings.
zone within the plant. Yews can be
and
width
re
matu
find out the
Educational programs of the
cut back more severely and will
height of foundation plants and
ucky Cooperative Extension
recover more quickly than junipers. Kent
plant accordingly. This will help
ce serve all people regardless
Servi
Two techniques, heading and
reduce future pruning.
of race, color, age, sex, religion,
thinning, are used for pruning
• There are several reasons to
disability,or national origin.
s. Heading involves cutting
prune: to improve survival chances Shrub
University of Kentucky, Kentucky
althy
to.he
back
individual branches
at planting or transplanting time,.
State University, U.S. Department
buds. This leaves a cut close to a
control site and shape of shrubs,
ofAgriculture, and Kentucky calm-,
devel
bud from which new growth
remove dead, diseased, weak or
cooperating.
ops. Prune to one half inch above a ties,
broken branches, control flowering

Photo provided

y Elkins, accompanied by Marty
lamation by Judge-Executive Larr
Pictured is the signing of a proc
bey, president of Calloway County
Safety Committee and Don Over
Carraway, left, chairperson of
gram" week, promoting
"Agricultural Safety Awareness Pro
for
is
tion
lama
proc
The
au.
Farm Bure
ting season arrives.
ag safety as the Spring plan

Pets of the Week
of
le
ap
st
e
im
et
on
s,
rt
po
re
Farm
airwaves, grow harder to hear DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
the
The familiar and trusted voice of
a
to
g
fadin
is
r
caste
local farm broad
whisper — even in the heartland.
The dwindling ranks of the famial
ly farmer, declines in agricultur
lconso
the
advertising revenues and
p
idation. of radio station ownershi
for
have quieted that voice, which
e
generations has been a daily stapl
for farmers.
Farm broadcasters who once
covered local communities are now
responsible for entire regions and
radio stations are using more syndicated farm programming. Local
coverage, the kind farmers used to
listen to in their tractors or during
their midday meal, has all hut disap
peared.
In the past month. WGN-AM in
Chicago and WCCO-AM in
Minneapolis dumped long-running

farm programs that delivered weath
er and market news for farmers and
other listeners.
At WGN, Orion Samuelson and
Max Armstrong no longer have their
show at the noon hour, though they
file, reports through the day.
WCCO's "Voice of Ag." Roger
Strom, has been moved to a much
smaller sister station.
"A local Paul Harvey is what you
had when farm broadcasting was at.
g
its zenith. And that's NN hat is fadin
a
medi
a
r,
Halle
Ted
said
away,"
buyer for Osborn & Barr
Communications in St. Louis.
Farmers are turning . to the.
Internet for market quotes and using
other technologies to get data and
information, said Jim Evans, a
retired professor of agricultural
communications at the University of
Illinois.
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Compton.

UP FOR ADOPTION.. MurrayCalloway County Animal
Shelter, located on Shelter
Lane, has listed this 5-monthold female Basset/Husky mix
named Scrappy Doo, top
photo, and this 6-year-old Lab
female named Baby, among
the many animals available
for adoption. Shelter officials
urge persons to call the shelter if they have lost or found
an animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday. For information call
759-4141.

Find Everything You
Need Here
• Local News
• Sports
• Community News•
Bargains
It's All In
The Ledger & Times
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Kerry continues to press Bush on security 1
HOLLYWOOD, Ha.(AP) John Kerry is pressing
President Bush on national security issues, raising questions about the handling of probes into terrorist attacks as
well as intelligence suggesting weapons of mass destruction were in Iraq.
"The American people deserve an answer now as to
why we had intelligence failures and what the security
needs of our nation are," Kerry, the presumptive
Democratic presidential nominee said Sunday. He
accused Bush of stonewalling separate probes into those
issues.
- The Massachusetts senator is putting the finishing
touches on a four-day swing through the South, a trip he
argued was aimed at showing that his populist economic
message and focus on jobs can sell well in what is
arguably his toughest region to win.
Florida, the key to Bush's 2000 victory, was Kerry's
focus Monday, with appearances set in Hollywood, West
Palm Beach and Tampa.
Throughout his Southern tour he has focused on job
losses, blaming Bush's trade policies. And, he said, "I'm
going to run the same campaign in every part of the country. I believe people in the South care deeply about jobs,
about health care."
Kerry, however, also has diverted to criticizing Bush
on national security issues. He said the president's use of
images from the destroyed World Trade Center in a campaign commercial was inappropriate, then met with
reporters to issue his strongest criticism to date of Bush's
handling of security issues.
He accused Bush of impeding the separate inquiries
by denying answers to crucial questions until after the
November election.
Kerry pointed to complaints by members of a federal
commission investigating the attacks, that Bush was
resisting their efforts to get documents and question witnesses.
"Why is this administration stonewalling and resisting
the investigation into what happened and why we had the
greatest security failure in the history of our country?"
Kerry said at a hastily arranged news conference.

'1.
‘
. Listings

1 MONDA
Y_._EVENING
_

'The American people deserve an answer now," he
said. "The immediate instinct of the Republicans and this
administration was to shut it down."
The Bush campaign rejected the
charges
.hisoiust of hand
another *inaccurate attack
by John Kerry," spokesman Scott
Stanzel said. "Not a single person
has refused to be interviewed," and
the administration has allowed
"unprecedented access" for investigators.
Kerry said the public deserves an
answer as soon as possible about
what went wrong leading up to the
Kerry
Sept. II, 2001, terrorist attacks.
"Nothing could be more impor
cant to- the American people at this moment," he said
"They need to know why we had such a failure of intelligence."
He also argued that Bush has delayed a report on
potential intelligence failures until 2005,"which just happens coincidentally to not be an election year."
Last month, the president named a commission to
"figure out why" inspectors haven't found the weapons
that intelligence experts said Saddam Hussein was hiding
in Iraq. He told the panel to report back by the end of
March 2005.
At the news conference, Kerry also said he had spoken
and planned to meet with vanquished rivals John
Edwards and Howard Dean. Aides said they anticipated
arranging a session with Dean this week, likely in
Washington.
look forward to meeting with him," Kerry said.
"We're going to discuss winning the presidency of the
United States."
The meeting is potentially important because Dean, a
former Vermont governor, built a large fund-raising network on the Internet and his list of potential donors could
be very valuable as Kerry seeks to match Bush's fund
raising prowess.

A

Gay Episcopal bishop takes over as
head
Hampshire diocese
CONCORD, N.H.(AP)— Seven
months after his confirmation
rocked the Episcopal community. V.
Gene Robinson officially became
the ninth Bishop of New Hampshire
and the first openly gay bishop in
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
church history.
Some Kentucky Episcopalians
In his sermon Sunday during the staved off further divisions within
investiture ceremony, Robinson said the denomination by
agreeing to
one definition of leadership is to find study the controversial approval
of
a parade and get in front of it. an openly gay bishop.
Robinson said he is just trying to
The Diocese of Kentucky's
stay in front of the parade and not annual convention Saturday was
the
get run over.
first since the national Episcopal
"Journeys of faith, you know, are church approved Lexington native
a risky business," he said. "God is V. Gene Robinson as bishop in New
always calling us out of our comfort Hampshire in August.
zones."
The investiture ceremony does alternativ
e network of dioceses and
not carry the same weight as parishes
that object to Robinson's
Robinson's consecration last year, lifestyle.
They argue that homosexubut it gave a capacity crowd of more
ality violates biblical laws.
than 700 the chance to welcome the
Robinson has lived with his partnew leader of the Diocese of New
ner. Mark Andrew, a state adminisHampshire with whoops, cheers ktrid
trator, for 15 years and has two
a standing ovation. Bells rang out
from the church tower.
Bishop Douglas Theuner, who
officially retired Sunday, handed
Robinson the ceremonial staff that
transferred the diocese into his
hands. They'had shared power since
Robinson was made a bishop.
"May the Lord stir up in you the
flame of holy charity and the power
of faith that overcomes the world,"
the Rev. David Jones, rector of St.
Paes Church, said in the ceremony.
Robinson is the first openly gay
man to be elected as a bishop in the
national Episcopal church, as well as
the
worldwide
Anglican
Communion of which it is a part. His
consecration drew protesters and
triggered angry responses from
many corners of the world.
Several Anglican bishops abroad
have said they will no longer associate with the EpisZopal Church USA
because it approved Robinson's
election.
In the United States, a dozen conservative bishops are organizing an
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Kentucky Episcopal diocese to
examine approval of gay bishop
Some conservative Kentucky
churches had proposed a raft of resolutions to disassociate the diocese
from the Robinson vote, oppose
same-sex. unions and ensure ideological diversity in future representatives to national conventions.
But the diocese delegates voted
to refer all such matters to the 38
congregations and to a study committee to be appointed by Bishop
Edwin Gulick.
-- •
'
•

daughters from a previous marriage.
Andrew took part in the ceremony.
"Let's be clear," Robinson told
parishioners in Manchester in
October. "We've always had ga)
bishops. All I'm doing is being honest about it."
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MONDAY MARCH 8, 2004

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

Classifieds

www.uturrayy4ser.1111
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Fax: 753-1927
Notice
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act
Fact
Federal
the
so
suburct
All real estate advertised herein io
preterence, limHousing Act is huh stakes it illegal to advertise any
handicap,
itation or dist nnunabon based un race, color relsst. ses.
such pret•
ta radial status of national ongut or intention tu male any
erencrs hauutions or sincrinunation

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers Sr. requested to check Me tirst
minor ot their ads lor any error Murray
Ledger & Times ad be responsibie tor covy one
"'correct minion My error should telagoned
^reglaMet so oor MOW* can be Tide

is advertising ol
`state laws turbid deuntrunatisn in the sale, rental
ad under led •
real esurr based rat lawn in addition in, those prow(
rral law
wharfs is not
we will kIL'Wally acceptant ads ertaing tOt real estate
informed that all
en s ioiation 01 the Law All versorb are hereby
basis
dwellings adserowd are as adable 0n an equal oppurturury

DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11 a.m.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m.
Mon. 5 p.m.

Wednesday

Wed. 11 a.m

Thuradey

hr further »sauna, with Fair Housing Athertising
resturemints nod NAA Counsel itetiv P Mdam.
,11.1! ha,Itor

Wed. 5 p.m

Frlday

Thur 12 p m

Saturday

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

ISO Farm Equipment

Laval Nottce
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Hee) Wanted
Postilion Wanted
Domestic A Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Went To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 4 Gorden

195

200
210
220
260

270
210
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
380
410
42$

Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musicai
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Negri

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Salo
Lots For Rent
Farms For Saks

430
436
440
445
450
456
460
470
480
435
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycies 4 ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Floes 4 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco Si Supplies

\

\`,

I

)`-,

Run,
$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Au 3 Ads Must Run Witiun 6 rvio Penal
(Shopping Guide)
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday

R UN
PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND LT la/1LL APPEA
E,
CHARG
EXTRA
II1E WEBSITE Al NQ
I I•1

'N I

;.00 First Day - 20 wo sor ess
Over 20 words $.50 each
per day.
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word
for blind box aois
extra
$2.50
Guide)
Shopping
$2.75 extra for Shopper(Mon. Classifieds go into
submitted matter
any
edit
or
reject
to
right
the
s
The publisher maintain

753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
e Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Offic

I

MasterCard

120

020

020

Computers

Notice

Notice

Opcbn asp to the
possibility

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

of finding

The
Restaurant
Bell
Dinner
mile from

dream borne
in the
Classifieds

On Hwy. 68- 1/2
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Opening for the Season
Friday, March 12th

Every day, you'll find the mcst extensive
listing of homes, properties, apartments
and townhouses in your community.
Readers from all over the area have
found their homes in the Classifieds.Try

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 4-9 p.m.
Sunday 12-8 p.m.
Closed Wed.

354-6521

it yourself today!

The Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

====1116
&
RESORT
Sportsman's ANCHOR
hirCreek,
an
Jonath
at
68
MARINA, Hwy.
ing for the 2004 Season as follows: STORE
CLERKS Full and part time positions - cash
register, calculator experience, fishing &
boating knowledge helpful. OUTSIDE
DOCK PERSON - Full time, with fishing
OUTSIDE
experience.
boating
and
Full Time,
E
ENANC
MAINT
NDS
GROU
mowing, weed eating, cleaning pool and restrooms, leadership skills, in charge person.
HOUSEKEEPERS - Must be able to work
any of the 7 days a week, but usually only 5
days at the most. All positions must be in
good physical health, able to work scheduled
Holidays and Weekends, retirees welcome.
Call weekdays only, between 900 to 4:00
for interview and job application

020

Notice

iLl
LI\\

)111.
ICV

Notice

,)

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice of Law Including:

BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

753-1752

270/354-6568.

MEM'

We" IS AN

060

060
Help Wanted

CAROL BLOCK, EA
TAX SHOP
300 MAPLE ST.,
MURRAY

107

270-753-4668
kcblock@msn.com

ELECTRONIC FIUNG &
OUT OF STATE RETURNS

WE'VE NOUN

aft Sunset Boulevard Music is now located in
the yellow building beside
*Qiri
Wendy's on Chestnut Street.

[Ds. (AR SIEREO
INSIALLAIION

KENTUCKY and Tennes
see based. Over the Road
trucking company seeking
a Load Coordinator. We
are looking for an aggressive. personal individual
who can negotiate contracts over the phone,
schedule shipments and
dispatch drivers. This position requires communication and people skills, general computer knowledge
and typing skills. Preference will be given to applicants with the experience
in the Transportation Industry. Company benefits
include paid vacation,
health and dental insurance and a 401K plan.
Please send resume to
P.0 Box 1040N Murray
Ky 42071. All applicants
are strictly confidential.
Our employees are aware
of this ad.

.\111-S)•753-011%
(MIS!\I I STK I I !BESIDE U1,
020
NotIce

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Americas
WANTED
Church of God of Murray
is in prayer for a place to
Worship Needed approx
311 04 Please contact
Pastor Allen Wald at 270293-7790
050
Lost and Found

Cocker mix
FOUND
black, tan, &white female
Call 753-4363 or 753-9339
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

CNA'S needed to work in
private home 293-5163
after 2prn
NOW Hiring for all positions, for all shifts. Apply
in person 0 Sonic Drivein. 217 S. 12th Street.
No Phone Calls Please.

APPLIATIONS are now
being accepted for the position of ready mix operator Will train for CDL Benifits include 401K. profit
sharing, health and dental
insurance vacation and
holiday pay. Apply in person at Federal Materials
107 CC Lowry, Murray No
phone calls
ARE you a TEAM player
looking for a stable, friendwork environment'?
ly
SCORESPORTABLE
BOARDS is accepting applications for immediate
full time, DAY shift positions in our production depertment and potential
opening in all other areas
We otter competitive wages and benefits with opportunities for advancement Apply at 106 Max
Hurt Dnve. Murray
ATTENDANTS/MODELS
NEEDED- Paradise Club
& Spa, natunst facility, no
expenence necessary. will
train Earn up to $1.000
per week Call (270) 2471140
FORTUNE 500 Company
needs local reps Part-time
and full-time positions
Visit us at
available
wenv.healthehome.com or
call 270-293-4992

0

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

Help Wanted

Dependable

Waitresses And
Kitchen Help For
Cypress Springs
Call For Appt.
270.436.5496

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 Of all. Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 Of 836-1876 Six
clays a week
WANTED nding mowers. 4
wheeler, go carts that
needc work 416-2867
WOULD like to buy a good
used treadmill Call 4928297
150
Articles
For Sale
4 cemetery plots at Murray
Memorial Gardens. Will
sell two. Call 753-1796
DISH Network 4 room satellite system free. That's
right, hook up 4 TV's with
60 channels including local
for
networks
$34.99/month. Call Beasley Antenna & Satellite
759-0901 for more information.
OLD Trundle Bed w/mattresses $75.00 Red metal
Toddler bed frame $10.00.
489-2931.
SOFA solid burgundy, traditional style, excellent
condition $125. Call 7598333
SOLOFLEX muscle machine with butterfly anti

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

1-abP(4)15
Limousines & Vans

Want to Buy

yOUlt

020

RECTORII
MOS81 SERVICE DIINS
URANCE
'

304 Main
Murray,KY 42e71
i270)7564000

13131SPORML
1-8664174757

All Occasion Transportation • Airport Service • Certed Drivers

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $876 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY wens

"Pr

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

ommercial
Disposal
e -u
, fel =t1

it

All Types of Refuse Servtce
3
0
14
3004854

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners
JIM KELLY

COUNTRY CHEVROLET
104 W. 5th Street
BENTON, KY 42025-0605

lAceased
leeprem

Our Caring Continues...
BugICK -COIEMAN
753-6800
Office ./APPeh- 441b.„
Keith &

Kelvin York

FUNERAL HOME
-Family Ow,sed and Operated'

270-'753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

753-8697
Home
713 South
4th St.

Gary toyIs bock at
Country Chevrolet
for all your new s used
vehicle needs.

Call Jill Stephens or Jennifer

Chei. y & GM C Pickups • Trall8 lazers • Suburban,
Tahoes • Envoys • Yukons

Jackson at 753-1916
and place your ad today!

CHEVROLET • PONTIAC • BUICK • CMC
Bus. Phone (270)527-8671
877-280-7970

FREE PALLETS

PUBLIC

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

na

Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

Make It Easier
For Those You Love
•Wicie range of
pre-planning options
•Personalized Plans
•Payment Options Available

— PREPLANNING
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

USED restaurant equip320
ment Globe slicer, 5001b
Apartments For Rent
grill
char
star
36in
bin,
ice
Home
Mobile
3
Bedroom
Panaal
(new), 2 commerci
$4,000, needs 1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
sonic microwaves, Stain- for sale,
work 759-9215 leave about move in free days.
less steel locking liquor
Coleman RE 759-4118
megiarklial
cabinets Call 759-8866
090
"FLEETWOOD Inventory
apts Northwood
Sale" All homes will be 2, 2BR
155
Domestic & Childcare
area. All appliances furto
up
Save
ed.
discount
Appliances
$10,000 on select homes nished Call 293-6968
A lady to live in with elder
Several homes will be sold 2BR apartment in Northly lady in her home to
KENMORE Refrigerato
Invoice 1-800-533-3568 wood. $350/month. 759rooms & board. Call 753 wiice maker. Call 437 2000 Chandeleur 16X80 4406.
6538 night 753-0114 day
4858
3BR 2 bath, electric, fire2BR NEAR MSU
160
place, garden tub, applianCLEANING houses is my
Coleman RE 759-4118.
Home Furnishings
ces, extremely clean. 2BR patio shade w/d
business Call Linda 759270-489-2525
9553.
hook-up. No pets. $355
FURNITURE, roll-a-ways
Call 783-6911 or 291-6(17(1
3 bed, 2 bath
Repo:
2001
CUSTOM Maid Cleaning
& mattress sale! Carraway
upstairs $300, 3BR
2BR
-9429
informafor
731-584
Cali
Service
3.2 acres
Furniture 105 N 3rd St
All $675
tion 270-436-2147
4 Bed, 2 bath home with 5 downstairs $400.
753-1502
acres. Owner financing 489-2296
WILL clean houses Rea- GREEN leather couch with 731-584-9429
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
rates References 2 built in recliners and
sonable
Coleman RE 759-4118
MUST sell! Trailer 3BR 2
PROMOTIONAL models
437-4064
matching leather love seat bath, 14 acres, $38,000. 38R 2 bath, newly remodneeded March 22 for proEntertainment cen- Call 615-673-0643
$500.
eled duplex. Dishwasher,
MSU
$1000
at
elderly
with
event
WILL sit
motional
King
$125
TV
w/d hook up.
25"
ter
with
fridge,
Come
2.30 monthly Call Jan after
NEW 2004 Models:
10 30 to
from
size bed, dresser and mir- by Clayton Homes in Cam- $525/month. No pets. 753$10/hour, info @ uspromo- 6pm M-F 753-1443
ror $75 767-0817
800den and let your tax return 4342
tionalmodels corn
WWW TROTTERS- put you in your new home 901 Sunny to 2-38R, 1
465-8776
100
bath, utility room, carport,
WOODSHOP COM
Business
toda ! 731-584-9429
SAFETY advisors $2500
$475
Opportunity
753-0249
MOBILE OFFICE
month, manager trainee's
1102 Pogue 2BR, 1 bath,
210
28 x 110 ft.
$3000 month Company
Call 753-3415 or
$350
Firewood
opporUNIQUE business
Factory Built
will train Call M-F 9am753-7123
return on
good
with
tunity
1pm only! 1-800-578-8799
12 Rooms, Cenral
DUPLEX 2BR $425. Call
minimal investment plus FIREWOOD: Seasoned or
5 or 753-5653
436-568
0
S22.00
Air
gross.
inflation
and
Hickory
equity
Green Oak &
DUPLEX 28R 1 bath.
Two Townhouse apart753-5476
(270)417-1608
C/H/A, carport, 1802 1/2A
ment complexes in excel270
ner Home" Monroe Ave. $375 plus
Entertai
"THE
Sale
lent condition now availaMobile Homes For
Check out this 32X80 for deposit, lease, no pets.
ble. Fully leased. Maybe
only $62,300 (what a deal) 75341002
lly.
individua
purchased
bath,
Ig
1
16X60 2BR
EXTRA nice 2BR duplex,
731-644-0012
Contact 270-767-9024
w/garden tub, w/d, storage
We sell carport, no pets. 753-7457
Homes"
USED
blg $14,500 Fox MeadWONDERFUL Business ows E-13 753-6091 after used & repo homes "All or 436-6357
Now accepting
trades welcomed" 1-800- FORREST View ApartOpportunity! Be your own 5pm
applications for
ments 1213 N 16th St.,
8
533-356
no
invenselling,
no
boss,
night kitchen,
16X80 3BR C/H/A $12,500
now accepting applications
320
Visit
nt.
no
investme
tory,
dishwashers &
for 2br townhouses, basic
at Call 437-4465
Apartments For Rent
US
hostesses
1989 24X52 Fleetwood
rent $360/ month.One
WNW healthehome corn or
Apply in person
doublewide 3BR 2 bath
bedroom $330/month. Call
-4992
270-293
al
call
ts.
apartmen
1
Bedroom
616 N. 12th Street
Call 270-492-8061 after
0. Leave Mes753-197
appliances at the Oaks
qA
ZIC/em
RE
Coleman
ts
Apartmen
1989 Clayton 2BR, I Bath,
LARGE 1 Bedroom, furTEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
759-4118
14x60, valued at $9.000,
nished or unfurnished. All
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
downasking $7,000. pt., 489- 1 OR 2br apts near
appliances including wash4-5-04 to 10-1-04
town Murray starting at
2931 Leave MOS01590
er & dryer (270) 759-5885
4-26-04 to 1-15-05
753-4109.
£2CX)/rriD
MoIBA
29R,
or (27n)2,43.-70k5
1990 14x56
5-1-04 to 12-31-04
3br apts furnished, LARGE IBR appliances,
bile Home, $13,000 °W. 1-2,
4-28-04 to 12-31-04
near MSU. 753-1252 or washer/dryer in Murray,
(5112)
867•3818
4-26-04 to 12-1-04
7cri-nfios
near MSU $280 rent/de1990 mobile borne 14X8011
1BR apt available, all ap- posit 753-7953
$8500.
onndition
t
guarancontrac
Excellent
Wage $7.20 - $8.00 Hr. 3/4
pliances furnished. MurCall 731-660-3243 (Days)
teed, all tools and eqip. furnished. Housing
r_al Flnalty 7c3-4444
_
ing.
commut
-1
NEWLY decorated, very
leing5
beyond
those
8Qatf-Xe
for
ZallifgE
provided
IBR Duplex newly deconice. 2 BR. 1 Beth. all ap"LAND Home Packages"
Transportation and subsistence pay after
W/D, pliances, central g/h/a, no
C/H/A,
rated,
FHA loans. Call today free
50% of contract completed. Contact Local
$350/rno/dep 4028 N. 8th pets 753-2905
s.
'
1
ons.
'
Service
ment
8°°-533
applicati
Dept. For Employ
St 436-2731
3568

Due to the following non-payment
of rent a

PUBLIC AUCTION
will be held on

Sat., March 13•9 a.m.

AAA Mini Storage
Duigiud Drive
Units #1, 3, 28, 47, 51, 60, 61, 69, 72, 79
20 & 75 should have had sale 8-9-03
320
Apartments For Rent

The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

(270)753-1916

Apartments For Rent
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicants
Also accepting applications for fall.
Office hours 8-2
Mon.Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

Check us out
on the Web!
invw.murrayledger.com
TWO bedroom duplexes
for rent on residential
neighborhoods. Immaculate. New carpet and paint.
Appliances with WD hookups. In city limits. $375$475/month. Section 8 accepted. Call 753-8096
VERY nice 2 bedroom 2
bath duplex w/carport W/D
hook-up 1402 Crystal
Brook Ln 759-5477

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984_
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VERY nice duplex in quiet
neighborhood, 2 bedroom,
1 bath, $450 per month, all
appliances, no pets, lease.
references 436-5927

VERY nice large duplex,
all appliances furnished
2br, 4 baths, carport, large
storage building, heavily
insulated, central h/a.
$575/mo. 1 yr lease. 7593772.
VERY nice roomy 2BR 2
bath w/garage All applian
ces, 1 yr lease 1 month
deposit No pets 753-2905

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

_21111833

Rooms For Rent

Livestock & Supplies

BEDROOM for rent in Cal SQUARE bales Orchard
Quie grass hay For sale 489County.
loway
neighborhood 2 minutes 6187
from lake Includes per130
sonal bath access to
Real Estate
weight room, kitchen, laundry and living room Look3BR country home on Ig
ing for honest, dependable
lot or on 20.8 acres Nice
up
set
person Call Jay to
nt sheds and 4
equipme
a time to view home 436acre tobacco bam options
2965
available. Call to see 270492-8411
Houses For Rent
6 acres on Hwy 68E, 6
miles from Draffinville
2 br brick house,applian
Perfect site for house or
ces furnished, no pets. mobile home $35,000 270Call after 5:00pm 753191
0728
2BR 1 bath, stove and reFarms For Sale
frigerator w/d hook-up.
C/H/A, close to hospital,
pets.
no
references,
753$375/mo/deposit.
1770
2BR, 1 bath with large boHomes For Sale
nus room, C/H/A, W/D
1
St.
9th
N.
110
hook-up.
recently re
deposit 2BR 1 bath
+
yr lease
N 5th S
408
d
modele
c550p/rno Call 753-1910
or trade for house
38R 1 bath C/H/A, stove, $36,000
boat 270-898-8564
refrigerator, dishwasher
bedroom house close
fans
3BR
w/d hook-up, ceiling
storage area, carport, to downtown $55,000
lease & references. No c)R0 435-4114
$450/mo/deposit. 3BR brick on Brinn Rd
pets.
753-2861
753-1059
BY Owner: 4 Bedroom, 1
1
HOUSE for rent 38R,
workshop,. big
Bath,
bath, All appliances furyard S61 aim 753-4109
nished. 753-5341 or 293
www.kyfsbodirect.com
5215
See local homes for sale
by owner new listing. Call
767-9308 for info

HOUSE
FOR RENT

Small six room house
1 mile north of North
Elementary School
on Robert Wiggins
Rd Fully redecorated
with refrigerator and
range. 1 bath

Motorcycles & ATVs
2001 Suzuki RM125 low
hours, lot of extras, very
fast, race ready, excellent
condition. $3000 or best
offer. 492-8424
HONDA ATC 70 new tank,
carb, tires, brakes and
seat, runs good. $550
489-2423
490
Used Cars

Your Home hypo/anent Headquarters

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

WADE FARMS

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7.860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower
repair, Tune-up specials,
Pick-up/ Delivery. Work
guaranteed. 436-2867
New
Carpentry
ALL
Homes, add on's, garages,
pole barns, home & mobile
home repair, water & termite damage, screened
porches. sun rooms LICened - insured Larry Nimmo
ice & Parts. Installation
available 270-293-8726 or
759-5534,Chuck Van BuCKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track hoe
Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair
753-9814
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade Work
Bushhogging.
Free Estimates. '
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159 or
293-0163
D.G.
Landscaping &
Nursery LLC
*Fertilization
•Overseeding
*Mulch
.•Mowing
*Parking Lot Sweeping
435-4431

and Maintenance
Landscape Designs, Installation
quality!
nursery
Cheaper than the nursery, with
Jamie Wade
Free Estimates
Angie Glisson
References Available
10 Years Experience
(270)4366255
4 Murray,

A Bigger
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy,

VISA

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
financing
Cash, Visa Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month

Total and Complete
Experienced Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

227-0500
435-4132
TRENCHING

STUMP REMOVAL

•CARPET
LE • COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

NEED MOWING?

•

728
Experience!
4 3-7
37
Visit Our Showroom Today

WE DIM..

0
0

Cr

0
•
0

•
_.1

Extremely Affordable
Very Reliable
Always Insured
5 Yrs Experience

ANGLIN MOWING
Call Now

270-748-8294
YARDS to mow, all yards
push mowed Call 7538101

udo
len SC -1-1.t2 lee Sae of tern to Toe TIfiOt Peed R114300u
T
D•CAPPE
HAPCWOO
•
VINYL
cEPAmic TILE • COMP TILE •

ii

Free Pallets

293-5001

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

WILL remove Dead Trees
& Shrubs 435-4645

Please No Phone Calls

WWW.murrayledgencom

Form a team for
Relay for Life

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
March 9, 2004:
Deal with key people individually in
order to succeed this year. The positive
results take you to a new level of selfconfidence. You might want to change
your work in a substantial way. Use your
ability to understand power and people to
make Meat you want happen. Your popularity soars this year, encouraging others
to help you along your path. Increased
earning through another source could
soar to a new level. You gain through
your personal style. If you are single, a
relationship appears on the horizon,
although you will have to make time to
develop this bond. You find that you provide the lyrics for another's music. You
will want much more private time with
your sweetie, if you are attached. Work
together for a common goal. SCORPIO
„lacIpA.ypu understand °Biers.

2005 Dodge Caravan SXT

E111

First Come - First Serve

Check us out
on the Web!

by Jacqueline Bar

Horoscopes

Subscribe

2

STUMP REMOVAL
TRENCHING

arid perhaps taking a walk
lunchtime. Tonight: Lively works.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* *** Touch base with family or
month
a
check out an expenditure involving your
S200 Deposit
domestic life Deal with finances directly
DNJ HANDYMAN
and don't allow others to make a deciWe do all the odd jobs you
References Required
don't have time for.
sion. A change in perspective, possibly
Call 753-4566
Murray-Calloway Co.
in your home life, appears in the near
1996 lsuzu Trooper Limit
293-54AR
between
future, if not today. Tonight. Your treat.
ed SUV 4 wheel drive,
DOZER WORK
4X4, leather seats, moonLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
9am &5pm
REPAIR OR INSTALL
roof, 10 disc CD changer
***** Work on a more effective
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
$4900
way of communicating. Expend energy
SOUTHWEST of Murray,
GRAVEL HAULING.
Geo Tracker Con•1997
up your desk, returning calls and
clearing
2 bedroom 1 bath, living
Public or Contract.
vertible automatic, 2 wheel
reaching out for others. Revise your amroom, den, basement, cen-9503
Contact at 270-753
dnve $2900
tude toward finances in the next few
tral heat & A/C. Call 753*1996 Jeep Grand Chero- FOR a clean home. Call
days. Your charisma soars on this power
30.9
kee Laredo 4 wheel drive, 731-642-2157 Tony Readay. Tonight: Beam in what you want.
b360
rates
sonable
4X4, white $4995
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
•1999 Ford Windstar LX 4
*** Lie back and follow through on
wheel drive, quad seats, Trimming, removal, stump
what is important to you. Investigate and
CREEKVIEW STORAGE- front and rear air, 3.8 LV6, grinding, firewood. Insurresearch all you want, but keep your
753Call.
0
$20440. On Center Dave
$4995
39N
ed. 49-2
loaded
-to-pinions hush-hush. Your low profile
Behind Tom's Grille . -T522 or 753-199'Z "
•
HAN6YMAN C&YpeetMr.'
serves you well, at least until later, when
,
You'll
759-4081.
types.
Day
Alt
The Stars shiny> the Kihd of
1998 Buick Park Avenue,
4-Positive; you get a surge of energy. Keep on smilCall (270) 519-8570(cell)
5-Dynamic;
Have:
MURRAY Store and Lock beige, leather, loaded,
753-5848.
ing. Tonight: Nap and then decide.
3-Average; 2-So-so. I -Difficult
presently has units availa- smoke free. Nice. $5400
Donald Simmons
SAGITTARIUS (Nov_ 22-Dee. 21)
ble. 753-2905 or 753- 753-8585
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
***** You reverse your stand
7536.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
2001 Ford Mustang, V-6.
PAINTING
e
iN
because of a meeting or a new revelation
perspect
new
a
gain
270You
*
$9000
****
miles
31,000
•For all residential and
with
Listen well to a friend who wants to put
orming
PREMIER MINISTORAGE '154-8191
brainst
g
from 'workin and
small commercial
*Inside climate control
in your life. As you appear to his or her two cents in. Visualize and
people
key
94 Toyota Corolla, mapainting needs
storage
roon, 5 speed, w/CD playbreak out of the box in your thinking, evaluate different routes to the. same
*Interior & Exterior
*Security alarmed
clean,
miles,
er. 152xxx
s form. Revamp your opinions of goal. Let your excitement shine through
solution
for
g
sprayin
*Custom
*Safe & clean
runs great. 435-4440 or
you. Teamwork is the name to others. Tonight: Get some extra R and
around
those
lawn:patio furniture
•We sell boxes'
2w-4-n254
: Get together with a R.
Tonight
of the game.
Louver doors!shutters
•We rent U-Hauls
99 Ford 4-door LX contour
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
friend.
special
small
too
job
•No
753-9600
loaded excellent condition,
20)
**** You might need to reverse your
20-May
(April
S
es
TAURU
estimat
*Free
G&
dark green 112K $3,000
roudaily
attitude about an associate or authority
your
into
***** Charge
753-8858.•
STORAGE and
clean 436-5485
you powerful figure. Are you seeing this person cleargives
e
associat
An
tine.
RemovH
RUBBIS
PROPANE
FOR sale to settle estate. JUNK/
what's on your desk or
we'll haul away almost feedback; you need to listen. Investigate ly? Work through
19 E. Main
1996 Buick Century excel- al,
Your intuition plays
done.
.
be
finances
must
what
your
g
g, from attics to better ways of handlin
(270)753-6266
lent condition mileage anythin
ideas in a a strong role in your decision-making
Senior
Express
.
thinking
jobs.
your
Revive
odd
barns,
3
93-418
Cell:(270)2
67,591. Asking $4500.
a pa!
nisei-Hints (270)4R9-25/13
way that others can hear and assimilate. process. Tonight: Work late. Join
9 a.m.-4 Rm, M-F
Phone 759-9842 and ask
KNIGHTS Drywall hanging Accomplishment could become your later.
for Dale.
and finishing. New & old middle name! Tonight: Off for some AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
construction, painting, and exercise.
***** Look for why something is
commerical prop. for rent
Vans
all carpentry. 759-4704
happening rather than running with the
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Mowing
LAWN
n. Get to the root of a problem
NG
situatio
BUILDI
METAL
40X40
mind draws a
1992 Ford E250 Van
Bushogging
***** Your inventive
through discussions with a friend or a
Insulated, 12 foot high (white) Good condition
helps
and/or
new person toward you
Garden Tilling
similar interests. Do needed
walls, gas heat, can be w/storage bins. Call 753you. group with
change his or her perspective about
Days 489-2533
and take charge. Tonight. Out
h
researc
used for storage or shop,
fear
0834 or 293-0285
Cell 293-2822
Investigate the possibilities without
late.
$250 per month, one year
Your opinion of
runs
e.
Caravan
8
respons
Dodge
753-858
her
93'
Nights
or
his
of
5.
S (Feb. I9-March 20)
PISCE
lease. Call 489-252
miles MASONARY handyman someone in your daily life needs revis150.000
good,
Work with others individually,
****
deconewly
St,
410 S 12th
$1700. 436-2541
brick, block, stone, stucco, ing. Tonight: Get in early, please.
and see what is going on with them. A
rated, 4 rooms, handicap
500
chimney & fireplace repair, CANCER (June 21-July 22)
boss might be demanding. Work with coaccessible, garage with
Used Trucks
dampers. Specializing in *** You might still be considering workers to please this person. Read
door opener. 759-8252
puck/pointing, commercial revitalizing your work in order to spend
Available novel
between the lines with someone in
do
residential. Free esti- more time at home. In any case, recogSilvera
or
Chevy
1991
rent
Tonight: Spend quality time with
charge.
NICE Retail office for
some
Pick-up, brand mates. 270-436-5050
nize that you need to be open to
someone.
404 N. 4th St. Suite A Sportside
special
a
good condi- MASONRY: dramatic changes within your daily life.
Shroat Developer. 759- new battery.
better
tion $2,600 1997 Yama- Residential/Commercial
Family demands more time. Take
3772
BORN TODAY
ha Warrior 4-wheeler, ex- Block, Brick, Stone. 26 care of yourself. Tonight: Nap first.
380
Astronaut Yuri Gagann 11934), chess
$2,500.
(270)
nce.
n.
cellent conditio
years experie
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Pets & Supplies
player Bobby Fischer (1943)
1.
manner goes
527-8775
After 6:00 p.m. 753-950
***** Your diplomatic
A
you
Repair
around
Mower
far. Reach out for those
1992 Ford F-150 XLT su- MOODY'S
•2 Parakeets with cage
)our
4X4 pick-up & deliver. 753- new friendship or child invigorates
.2 Cockatiel and cage, one per cab short bed,
Also
side.
wilder
5668
a
ng
energy by displayi
snowy in color with gray, 1 loaded, sharp. $4500 firm
Painting & Staining. Car- invigorate your energy by making phone
9
talks.
489-216
and
old
1/2 year's
pentry, Minor Plumbing
The other one is light gray FORD F-150 ext cab dualfaucets etc) Rea(leaky
as
and dark gray in color. 1 ly 7.3 diesel for parts or
sonable rates, references
474diesel
ed
Fresh
interest
whole.
If
old.
year
given Phone 435-4682
2772
please call 753-6155
ROOF LEAKING?
AKC Sheltie puppies, one
Call a professional.
Boats & Motors
blue Merle male left, shots,
435-4645
vet check $250. Call 270ROY HOLLAND AUTO
18FT Champion Bass REPAIR & SERVICE. Off
554-5748 Paducah
Boat 175 Johnson 2 depth of 121 North. Murray, KY
DOG Obedience
NISRP
finder GPS dual console (270) 489-2957. (270)
Master Trainer.
w/trailer fully equipped 293-6157.
436-285EL
Peppers Disc
dy 489-2169
GREAT Pyrenees pup- lair'
Pnery Lawn
pies Purbred. Working pa'
rents on premises, raised
st ;L1511112
Care
with goats. $50/ea. Call afInsured
Sale Price
ter Spm 437-4714
436-5141 A AFFORDAReasonable Rates
3.3 L., V-6, Auto., A/C,
MALE Corgi pups tri-color. BLE HAULING, cleaning
g.
Mowing. Trimmin
Quad Scat, Aluminum
lOwks old 5200. 382-2224 out garages. gutters, funk.
Mulch
Wheels
4
and
tree work
MINI Goats, 1 billy
Free Estimates
nanny's 489-2534 before 492-8688 Roof Repairs
7534172
9:00pm
New Roofs, all types 29
FVVE STAR
peerylawncare corn
...ww
Call
years experience
3°0
0006
Carters
Livestock & Supplies
WALTERS
Imo"rims,lam kn..
CONTRACTING
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULVinyl.
HAY horse quality, heavy ING all around clean-up, DECKS. Roofing.
alai
if Takes. We waf TO Bo SW Car Of Truck Company.'
0
square bales, Bermuda. gutters, tree work. 436- Siding. Addition. and Reor 2867
modeling. Quality Work.
Oodor
grass,
Orchard
0 I
oat/wheat. Can deliver CARPORTS Starting at Over 30 Years Experi0
•F_•••11
.
1
8-8816
Oodcp
•
1-800-74
1
.642-566
731-669-7366 or 731-05- $675. installed. Roy Hill ence. Gerald Walters 753240 E Wood St .Pans
2592
t
3444
(270)436-2113.

$350

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-13$44

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
re
He
Be
:4itt
For Only
$250°° Per Month!

K & M LAWN SERVICE

CERA': _

Phone (270) 767-0313
12701 527-7176

ng?
Furniture and Beddi
Do You NeedSelecti
on - A Better Price

LANDSCAPING

.,

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day,
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

4,

We

"We Specialize in Cleaning

Y

MOWING

fing Metal
Roo
now manufacture. Buy direct.

David's Cleaning
Services

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
753-3594
Free Estimates

Ii
d 5 seafood • steaks • spirits
dipar

•

e

ALL-YOU -CAN-EAT
FISH FRY

519 986*

PtPfttf

0:104640p.
2
1
/
•• ••• ••• •••41

imp

di

••••••••••••••

$7

95 Et

•

1
:

Daily
Serving Lunch 11 a.m.-3 p
•
753-7720
y,
KY
Murra
•
St.
12th
1901 N.

Global Mortgage Link, LLC
"Home Ownership Mode Easy"
•Zero-down Great Rates
•3°.and 5' down, fixed variable
• Investment Property
• Refinancing and Consolidation
• Home Equity - 2nd Mortgage Refinancing up to 125'.
• Many Other Loan Programs

07
(270) 753-74
since 1997
Owned & Operated in Murray

PEDDLER'S MALL
MORE THAN JUST A FLEA MARKET
Now with lb nationwide locations.
Opening April 1, 2004 • Now Leasing Space
5110/Month • 8'x10' Space • No Commission Charge • Foy Computerized Registers

Murray, KY - 928 South Twelfth Street
(270) 759-2106
Open 7 Days A Week
m-Th 10-6, Fridays (I Saturdays 10-8, Sundays 12-6
CRAFTS • T-SHIRTS • FURNITURE • ANTIQUES•COMPUTERS • NOVELTIES

Safeco Insurance

/YE Travelers'
PROGRESS
4jf T
41/TH08ETO

MCKINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES
"YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE
AUTO - MOTORCYCLE - RV - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI - HOME
753-3500

104 N. 4th Street.
Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair.)

www.mckinneyins.com

2004 Dodge 1500 ST
S20,325
- 1,330
Peppers Disc
- 2,500
Mfg. Rebate
March Truck Rebate - 1,000
- 500
If larm Bureau
MSRP

v-6,5 Sp., A/C,, PS/PB,
40/20/40 Cloth Seat,
AM/FM/Cassette
1

Sale Price s14

995*

FIVE STAR

Mt

00000

;.°

Noel Moog Sam II Sonia

0
000,••

o
onlor
•••••••

PPt-iecf
Pt-

2400 E Wood St • Pans •642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

• • •
•

IM •

ONLY

EVERY FRIDAY 11-3 P.M.

$22,295
2,309

>
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Mom is outraged by friend's
bait-and-switch childcare

Obesity may need
medical attention
DEAR DR.60Th My brother.
39, weighs 450 pounds. He • has
great difficulty with normal, everyday activities. He has pi/pa and groceries delivered
to his apartment. He has
and
diabetes
high blood pressure.
Recently, he
asked his HMO
about
doctor
haVing gastric
Dr. Gott bypass surgery.
The physician
brushed him off
By
Dr. Peter Gott and told him to
get on a diet. I
am outraged. My brother has been
overweight since he was 2 years
old. And all his doctor can say is get
on a diet? That's like telling a heroin addict that he can kick the habit
by simply .not using drugs anymore.
Can you help?
DEAR READER: Probably not.
I'd have to overcome your brother's
37 years of inappropriate eating or
consider substituting a potentially
dangerous operation.
There is a troubling tendency in
the developed world to insist that
any ailment or disease can be cured
by medicine. This attitude has
removed the personal responsibility
for good health from the individual
and given it to the pharmaceutical
industry. In my opinion, this is
wrong. Each of us must take respon-

sibility for our actions affecting
health, be they morbid obesity (your
brother's problem). drug abuse,
alcoholism or any other harmful
behavior.
I am sorry that the HMO doctor
was so insensitive. He needs to take
a good-manners pill.
I believe your brother needs to
have his problems aggreskively
ackiressed. I suggest that he consider being admitted to the metabolic
unit in a teaching hospital, where he
will be examined, counseled, treated, and evaluated for gastric bypass
surgery. This last option is certainly
a possibility, but your brother first
has to be willing to alter his attitude,
behavior and eating habits. While
this approach may seem too daunting to consider, it is only through
professional intervention that your
brother can save his own life.
Although a humorist once said
that a doctor's primary responsibility is to entertain people until they
die, there is clearly a pressing need
for your brother to get help — and
now, before it's too late.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 76 and
my doctor, citing health dangers,
recently took me off Premarin.
Since then I have been experiencing
hot flashes. Is this possible at my
age?
DEAR READER: Apparently.
Although most post-menopausal
women who stop hormone replacement therapy (HRT) will not have
consistently troublesome consequences (such as hot flashes), some
do.

ees
are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT.759-9219
commutviTr GF47--iiv sE-Rtric
von .4 SPECIAL VVELCOPME
If

ft......

you

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying,"We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
1%4, have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Over 50 years!

DEAR ABBY: 1 am 28 years old
and a surv i% or of childhood sexual
abuse
Recently, a friend I'll call "Ton• i"
asked if my 5year-old daughter,
"Chris,"
could
stay
overnight with
her 4-year-old
have
son. I
always said no,
but this time
Chris wanted so
Dear Abby badly to do it
that I said yes.
Toni knows
By Abigail
how
protective I
Van Buren
am. She assured
me Chris would be safe in her care.
So my husband and I went to a
movie and dinner. Since we were in
the neighborhood, we stopped by
around 10 p.m. to check on our
daughter. When we arrived, we
found Toni had gone to a party and
left the children with a teenage baby
sitter.
The children were upstairs jumping on the bed and raising Cain. I
was horrified that my child had been
left with a stranger when my friend
had assured me she would be there.
We packed up our little girl and left.
Toni called later to find out what
happened. I explained my feeling
that, she should not have left Chris
with a stranger without discussing it
with me first. She called me paranoid and said I have a mental disorder and that I can't always protect
my child.
Abby, I am not asking for advice.
I am asking for your opinion so that
I can prove a point. I want to open
other parents' eyes to the fact that in
this day and age we must do whatever is in our power to protect our
children -- no matter whose toes we
step on. -- PARANOID MOTHER
DEAR PARANOID: I agree
that parents must do everything they
can to protect their children.
However,that is not what your letter
is really about. Your friend was

DailyComics
ot_coNicolca)
ME DOCTOR WILL SEE YOU
NOW,MR SLOASTEAD

H VCED
1014 WORK HERE
15 DONE.

WHEW?? WHEN??
ANY &TM SET?
I
MY PLANS MADE?

7
(

wrong to lead you to believe she
would be supervising your daughter
sshen that wasn't the case. It was
dishonest and unfair, and I don't
blame you for taking your child
home. 1 see nothing wrong with parents socializing with other adults
and leaving their children with a
responsible sitter. But parents
should have the right to screen the
sifter themselves if they wish.
DEAR ABBY: When my daughter returned to college after
Christmas break, my live-in
boyfriend. "011ie," informed me that
he considers her to be a "guest" in
our home and that she had overstayed her welcome. I feel that since
she is still in school and my dependent, my home is her home and she is
welcome to spend her breaks with
me: My other daughter starts college
in the fall, and I don't want her to
feel that she, too, is a "guest" when
she comes home.
This has been eating at me,Abby.
I love 011ie, but there are no "choices" between my children and him. I
thought he liked my children. I want
to talk to 011ie to find out why he
feels this way, and I am prepared to
ask him to move out if he is firm
about this.
Am I justified in drawing the
line? -- HURT AND CONFUSED
DEAR HURT: You certainly
are. Because your live-in appears to
be both presumptuous and controlling, be glad that he spoke up now.
A child coming home for a holiday
vacation is hardly a major invasion.

LooldngBack
10 years ago
Murray State University Racers
lost 73-72 to Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagles in the championship
game of the Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Tournament at Nashville,
Tenn. High scorers were Marcus
Jones for Murray and Rogers for
Tennessee Tech. The Racers had
won 104-86 over Morehead in the
first game of the tournament.
Jennifer Parker, a member of the
Murray State University Lady
Racers basketball team, was named
to the All-Ohio Valley Conference
Ladies Basketball Team.
Births reported include a girl to
John and Angie Morris and a girl to
Melinda and Johnny Johnson, Feb.
28.
20 years ago
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament at
Murray State University Racer
Arena, Marshall Marshals over
Symsonia Roughriders, Tilghman
Tornado over Fulton County Pilots,
Calloway Lakers over Carlisle
Comets and St. Mary's over Wingo.
High scorers for Calloway were
Allbritton, Skinner and Johnson.
Recent births reported include A
boy to Larry and Martha Page, Feb.
19; a girl to Deborah and Charles
Sparrow, Feb. 27; a girl to Susan
and Ronnie Bohannon and a girl to
Todd and Helen Shupe, Feb. 28; a
boy to Lorri and Michael Crouch,
Feb. 29.
30 years ago
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
Calloway Lakers lost to Paducah
Tilghman Tornado and Carlisle

County Comets won over Mayfield
Cardinals. High team scorers were
James Wells for Calloway, Dunbar
for Tilghman, J. Martin for Carlisle
and Williams for Mayfield.
Greta Armstrong of Greenville
was named as Miss Murray State
University and will enter the Miss
Kentucky Pageant in Louisville in
July.
40 years ago
A meeting was held in the office
of County Judge Robert 0. Miller
with First District Highway officials
to determine just what the State
Highway Department can do toward
rehabilitation of county roads and
bridges damaged by the recent tornado with its accompanying heavy
rains.
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament,
Benton Indians won over College
High Colts and South' Marshall
Rebels over Calloway Lakers. High
team scorers were McGregor for
Indians, Gordon for Colts, Warren
for Rebels and Crick for Lakers.
50 years ago
In the semi-finals of the Fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament at MSC Carr Gym,
Sharpe Green Devils won over New
Concord Redbirds and Brewers
Redrnen over Hazel Lions. High
team scorers were Lampley for
Sharpe, Mathis for New Concord,
Morgan for Brewers and Byers for
Hazel.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Tucker and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Edward Johnson.

Todaylnilistory

ContractBridge
Famous Hand
The deal occurred in the 1980
London Sunday Times Invitational
Pair Championship. Declarer at four
hearts was one of the world's top
players, Bob Hamman, and he was
faced with the task of trying to make
the contract even though he had four
obvious losers.
In an effort to mislead the opponents, Hamman made the extraordinary play ofcovering West's jack-ofspades lead with dummy's queen at
trick one — even though Hamman
held only the singleton ace. Everything went according to plan when
East covered with the king and South
won with the ace.
Next came the K-Q of trumps
followed by a low club to dummy's
king and a low club back to the jack,
queen and ace. West now tried to
cash the ten of spades — he had no
way of knowing that South had
with the singleton ace — and
started
y
for
rare
It is certainl not
declarer to make a contract that could all of a sudden Hamman was in full
have been defeated. Sometimes this control.
He ruffed the spade ten, cashed
happens because the defenders slip
even though the correct defense is the ten of clubs, discarding a diafairly qbvious. and sometimes it hap- mond from dummy,and then ruffed a
a
pens beeause the winning defense is club, establishing his fifth club as
last
s
dummy'
ruffing
After
trick.
to
hard
spot.
or
ted
complica
However, there is also another spade. Hammen discarded another
type of situation where the defense diamond from dummy on the six of
and
goes awry because declarer leads the clubs, conceded a diamond trickwith
contract
the
making
up
ended
go
to
them
causing
astray,
defenders
wrong in a perfectly innocent way. an overtrick to complete his seemingly impossible mission.
Here is a case of this sort.

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
46Q 75
VA 9643
•1076
4K 2
EAST
WEST
•K 8 6 3 2
t16.1 10 94
87
J2
•AKQJ
• 32
+J4
+A 9 8 7
SOUTH
•A
K Q 105
•8 5 4
4,0 106 5 3
Thc bidding:
North East
West
South
3V
Pass
Pass
IV
4,
Opening lead —jack of spades.

Tomorrow: Extra chance.
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ACCORDING TO THESE FIGURES
OUR TEAM WILL BE EVEN
WORSE 11415 YEAR 1-14AN
IT WAS LAST YEAR

.A.

DOWN
1 Left
2 Pac-10 team
3 'Hear
4 Cowboy
competition
5 NASA rocket
6 Coll. preceder
7 Translucent
gem
8 Staying power
9 Before.
in melodrama

Ore
/1.40

I WONDER IF IT'S POSSIBLE
TO WAVE AN ENTIRE
SEASON RAINED OUT

11, Avo

cts

„,

Subscribe to the

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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10 Took in tow
12 Roman 51
13 Stick
16 Mike problem
19 Cold War
power
10

TIC K

Ti.iESE ARE WE STATISTICS
FOR OUR BASEBALL TEAM
LAST YEAR. CUARLIE

1 Chap
4 Nile sun god
6 Shack
11 Lecpard bok-aike
13 Dream
14 Baseball assn
15 Put out of work
17 Matured
18 Water. to Pierre
20 Every
21 — -cal
22 Walked through
a puddle
25 Rainbow band
28 Basilica part
30 Aloud
32 Cop show regular
33 Innumerable
36 Plenty
38 MD station
39 Like the horizon
41 Turnpikes,
bnefly
42 Beatty of films
44 Elaborate
pretense
47 Camper. maybe

49 "Instead of"
word
50 Was a witness
53 Oscar's cousin
55 Sluggish
57 Concerning
58 Waltz or
sausage
60 Sealskin
canoes
62 Pungent
63 Retiree's
income
64 Santa Fe hrs

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 8, the
68th day of 2004. There are 298
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 8, 1854, U.S.
Commodore Matthew C. Perry
made his second landing in Japan;
within a month, he concluded a
treaty with the Japanese.
On this date:
In 1702, England's Queen Anne
ascended the throne upon the death
of King William III.
In 1917. the U.S. Senate voted to
limit filibusters by adopting the cloture rule.
In 1930, the 27th president of the
United States, William Howard
Taft, died in Washington.
In 1942, Japanese forces captured Rangoon, Burma, during
World War II.
In 1965, the United States landed
about 3,500 Marines in South
Vietnam.
In 1986, four French television
crew members were abducted in
west Beirut; a caller claimed
Islamic Jihad was responsible. (All
four were eventually released.)
Ten years ago: President Clinton
announced the appointment of
Washington attorney Lloyd Cutler
as senior counsel, replacing Bernard
Nussbaum.
Five years ago: New York
Yankees baseball star Joe DiMaggio
died in Hollywood, Fla., at age 84.
President Clinton began a tour of
Central America.
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23 'Star Wars'
princess
24 Newscaster
— Rather
26 Margin
27 Ohs partners
28 Revival shout
29 Pile of wood
31 Tennyson's
title
34 Broncos' div
35 Shaggy flower
37 All-purpose
trucks
40 Deluge
43 Paint additive
45 Smelts terrible
46 Faim glows
48 Start of
Caesar's boast
51 Boats
like Noah's
52 Wagon train
direction
53 Biologist's
eggs
54 Desk item
58 Baseball's
—Cobb
59 Mont. neighbor
61 Kind of radio
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

;bye!00. The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

PRO SPORTS SCOREBOARD
League Baseball
Spring Training Glance
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W
L
Pct
Cleveland
01000
3
Tampa Bay
01.000
2
Anaheim
3
1 .750
Chicago
3
1 .750
Minnesota
3
1 .750
New York
3
1 .750
Boston
1
2 .333
Toronto
1
2 .333
Seattle
1
2 .333
Baltimore
1
3 .250
Detroit
3
1
Kansas City
1
3 .250
Oakland
1
3 .250
Texas
1
3 .250

Maio(' League Baseball
Spring Training Glance
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Pct
Milwaukee
5
0 1 000
4
Los Angeles
1
800
Florida
750
3
1
Montreal
3
750
Philadelphia
1
750
3
Chicago
2
1
667
Houston
667
1
2
New York
3
2 600
Arizona
2
2 500
1
Colorado
2 333
San Francisco
1
2 333
Pittsburgh
3 250
San Diego
1
3 250
Cincinnati
4 200
1
Atlanta
4 000
0
St Louis
5 000
0

MON

The Calloway County third and fourth grade Little League
champs are, front row (from left), Britt Culson, Jacob Burkeen, Dugan Pearson, Jordan Dawson; standing, J.J. Elam,
Ronnie Randolph, Bailey Futrell and Joseph Russell. Not
pictured are coaches Jason Mitchell and Justin Burkeen.
The team finished with a record of 14-0.

Racers fall at MTSU 5-1

Breds swept by Memphis;
prepare for Arkansas State
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
were able to exact some revenge
against Memphis pitcher Derek
Hankins, but it wasn't enough to
pull out the win, as the 'Breds
were swept in Sunday's home double-header against the Tigers, 8-5
and 7-2.
Hankins earned Louisville Slugger National Player of the Week
honors after striking out 17 'Breds
in their game on Feb. 28 in the
Service Academy Classic in
Millington. Tenn., but didn't make
it out of the first inning of the
first game today, allowing five
runs in two-thirds of an inning.
Memphis (6-2) scored first in
the game, as Chad House led off
with a double and scored on Kurt
Welch's double.
Murray State (1-8) came off
the deck with five rims on five

hits in the inning. With one out.
second baseman Seth Hudson was
hit by a.pitch and third baseman
Clint Griggs slapped a single down
the right-field line, moving Hudson to third. Griggs stole second,
and shortstop Alex Stewart popped
a two-out single into short right
field, scoring Hudson and Griggs
and putting MSU ahead 2-1.
First baseman Josh Foreman got
an infield single, then center fielder Tyler Pittman singled to right
to score Stewart and move Foreman to third. Catcher Bo Baxter
walked to load the bases, then
right fielder J.D. Merritt singled
in Foreman and Pittman to give
the 'Breds a 5-1 lead and chase
Hankins.
The 'Breds were held to one
hit over the last six innings by
Tiger pitching.
Pittman went 2-for-4 to lead
Murray State.

Calloway County Little League third and fourth grade runner-up team members are DiIlion Starks, Alex Gullixson,
Austin Feagin, Dylan Sheridan, Tyler Schanbacker, Austin
Trotter, Jay Green, Jessie Vaught, Timothy Wyatt and coach
Mike Wicker.

SCOTT NANNEY'Ledger

5

Trirr

photo

Murray State forward Kelvin Brown attempts to block the
shot attempt of Austin Peay's Rhet Wierzba during Saturday's action at Municipal Auditorium in Nashville, Tenn.

•Racers ...
From Page 13

Wierzba's 3-pointer with a 7-0 run
to draw even on a triple by Rick
Jones with 4:54 remaining before
halftime.
Peay momentarily regained the
lead on a Josh Lewis dunk. However, that's the last lead the Goys
would own, as Murray sandwiched
two jumpers by Jones around a
3-pointer from Shawn Witherspoon
to head into the intermission up
31-27.
APSU forged three ties in the
final 20 minutes, but could never
overtake the Racers.
Murray made things interesting
down the stretch as junior forward Kelvin Brown drew a technical'. foul for arguing with officials, allowing the Goys to draw
to within 58-55 on a pair of foul
shots by Maurice Hampton. But
the Racers made six consecutive
free throws and a late steal on
the baseline resulted in a run-out
dunk by Whelchel to cap the stunning victory.
An injury to point guard Corey
Gibson early in the second half
hampered Peay's efforts. The 6-1
senior received a blow to his quadricepts muscle and was forced to
the bench. He attempted to return
later in the game, but was limited because of the injury.
'- In Gibson's absence, backup
point guard Levi•Carmichael proved
no match for the quicker duo of
Chiles and Paschel, who combined
forn 17 points and eight assists.
"I just tried to pressure (Gibson) more because I saw he didn't have that quick first step that
he normally does," said Chiles,
who recently returned to the MSU
lineup after suffering an injury of
his own against the Governors on
Feb. 14. "We just put a lot of
pressure on them the whole game."

ware this season by earning the
tournament's MVP award — led
Murray with 13 points on 5-of-10
shooting and grabbed nine boards.
Seven-foot center Andi Hornig
managed just seven points. But
those tallies — mostly off midrange jumpers — proved critical
in the end, according to Peay head
coach Dave Loos.
"Hornig hit two jumpers that
were really critical in the game.
He just got some good shots and
hit them," Loos explained. "Their
ball screens were a problem for
us. We didn't handle it very well,
and their guards got down in our
defense too much.... Give Murray a lot of credit. We just got
beat by a good basketball team."
The Racers also took a page
out of the Governors' playbook
on the defensive end, limiting Peay
to only 35 percent (21 -of-59)shooting, including a porous 4-of-21
effort from 3-point range. The
Goys managed to hit just one of
their 12 3-point attempts in the
second half. The lone successful
trey came off the fingertips of
guard Anthony Davis. whose desperation attempt just before the
buzzer produced the final margin.
"That was too many 3-pointers
for us," noted Loos of his squad's
21 attempts from beyond the arc.
"I think we gave in to them a
little bit. I said it after our last
game against them.... Murray is
a great defensive ball club. They've
got the best defense I've seen in
this league in a long time."
Despite jumping out to an early
six-point lead. MSU trailed by as
much as seven points (24-17) in
the first half. But the Racers made
a run of their own, answering,Rhet

OVC
From Page 13
"We are going to have a
meeting at the Final Four to
address scheduling," he said.
"Somehow, we're going to have
to find a way to upgrade our
(non-conference) schedules. But
it's tough because no one wants
to play you on your home
Court.Cronin pointed to Austin
Peay's brutal non-conference
schedule as an example.
The Govs' pre-OVC slate
included trips to in-state rival
Memphis, Kentucky, Louisville,
Alabama and Western Kentucky.
From Dec. 20 to Jan. IS, APSU
played eight straight games on

the road. The Goys were just 37 in non-conference play. with
only home wins over Knoxville
College, Evansville and
Maryville (Tenn.).
"When you spend that longg
on the road, it's tough," Cronin
said. "We've got to find a way
to change that."
The OVC has n
ceived
two berths in the NC
Tournament since 1987 w n Peay
knocked off No. 1
Middle
Tennessee in the OVC semifinals
and went on to earn the
league's automatic bid with a
win over Eastern Kentucky in
the finals. The Blue Raiders also
earned a spot in the big tourna-

ment.
APSU made the most of its
NCAA berth with a 68-67 triumph over Illinois. However,
MTSU dropped an 84-71 decision to Notre Dante.
Maybe another victory in the
"Big Dance" would go a long
way in securing two bids for
the league? It's certainly worked
for Southern Illinois.
The OVC's last win in the
NCAAs came back in 1989.

when MTSU knocked off Florida State 97-83 before falling to
Virginia 104-88 in the second
round. That came a year after
the Racers upset N.C. State.
"I don't know what it will
take," admitted Loos. "I can't
figure all off that out."
It's, certainly hard to figure.
and it's ashamed that two
deserving teams won't get a
chance to prove their worth on
the NCAA's biggest stage.

2004 Dodge Durango SIT

WEST TENNESSEE
WHOLESALE AND AUCTION
New Merchandise Monday at 5 p.m.

till\--

$30,450
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for Men
Save $5 on Haircuts
in March
CALL LINDA FOR AN APPOINTMENT • 953-6999
Mon.-Wed.• 500 Maple St.
$9.00 Sole Price Applies To Men 65 & Older

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
Snapper, John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Lawn Chief,
Troy Bilt & many brands
Good thru March 15, 2004

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only

$4495
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only

$7995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

$9995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Change Oil & Filter it needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

$14995
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

( Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs. )
FIVE STAR
00000

Open 10 to 5• Closed Wednesday & Sunday
We Accept Items For Consignment

Gallery License #4709

Peppers Disc

If Farm Bureau

Consignment Auctions Saturday at 4 p.m.
New and Used Merchandise

1001 E. MAIN STREET, MARTIN, TN
(731)587-0615

Senior
Specia

ZERO TURN
N1SRP

AUCTIO1VS EVERY
11101VDAY tcr SATURDAY

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Merray State women's tennis team visited Middle Tennessee
in an indoors match Sunday and lost to the host Lady Raiders 5-1.
Freshman Rachael Lask picked up MSU's lone win against Ana Marie
Cibils, a former Tennessee Tech player. Lask beat Cibils at No. 5 singles 6-1. 2-6, 10-4 in the tie-breaking game.
At No. 1 singles, Melissa Spencer fell to Manon Kruse 6-0. 6-0,
while Jaclyn Leeper lost at No. 2 singles to Jennifer Klaschka 6-3.
6-2. Anna Lask fell at No. 3 singles to Carson, Venter 6-4, 3-6, 105 in the tie-breaking game, while Jennifer Ward lost at No. 4 singles
to Laura McNamara 6-2, 6-3. Casady Pruitt was leading at No. 6 singles over Jacqui Williams, 7-5, when the match was called after her
first set.
In doubles play, Leeper and Spencer fell at No. 1 doubles to Kruse
and Venter 8-.3 in the eight-game pro set, while the Lasks lost at No.
2 doubles to Kluschka and McNamara 8-4 and Pruitt and Ward fell
at No. 3 doubles to Cibils and Emily Vest 8-1. MTSU won the doubles point 3-0.
Murray State returns home to open its Ohio Valley 'Conference
schedule against Tennessee State on Thursday at 2 p.m.
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Racers stun top-seeded Govs for
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — The
entire 2003-04 season has been a
series of adjustments for Mick
Cronin and the Murray State- Rakers.
For Cronin, the adjustment was
to being a first-time head coach.
For the Racers, themselves, it was
getting used to another floor leader
and a new style of play.
However, it was the final adjustment that proved the most critical to both parties' success.
The energetic skipper and his
up-tempo team tonhd things down
a bit to beat archrival Austin Peay
at its own game, ending the Governors' unbeaten streak in Ohio
Valley Conference play while
claiming the league's tournament
title with a 66-60 decision Saturday evening at Municipal Auditorium.
With the victory, Murray exacted revenge on the Govs, who had
previously won five in a row and
six of the last seven games between
the two clubs. More importantly,
the RaCers secured .the conference's coveted automatic bid to
the NCAA Tournament.
In earning that tournament slot
for the second time in three years
and for the 12th time in school
history. MSU scrapped its runand-press system and elected to
match wits with Peay in a half
court game. The gamble paid,off
as the Racers held the Governors
to just 35 percent shooting and
converted just enough offensively
against a stingy APSU defense to
return to the top of the OVC.
"Our offensive game plan was
sign of respect for their
direct
a
defense," said Cronin, whose squad
shot 49 percent (26-of-53) for the
game, including a 50-percent (12of-24) effort in the second half.
"I didn't think we could run our
offense against them.... This was
no(time to be macho and try to
run our stuff because Austin Peay
will take you out of you're stuff.
"We just tried to run Kevin
(Paschel) and Adam (Chiles) off
some ball screens and let them
create, and we wound up getting
some good shots off that. We
wanted to put pressure on them
instead of them putting pressure
on us."
The work of Paschel and Chiles
opened things up for Racer forwards Antione Whelchel and Cuthbert Victor. Whetchel recorded a
double-double with 10 points and
10 rebounds, while Victor — who
added to his collection off hard-

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky is playing its best basketball of the year at just the
right time.
Led by Gerald Fitch's 21 points,
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — For
ninth-ranked Wildcats finished
the
Austin Peay, 18-1 was simply
the regular season with an 82-62
not good enough.
win over Florida on Sunday. It
The Governors, who were no
was Kentucky's sixth straight win
doubt the OVC's top team
and the fourth of the streak the
throughout the 2003-04 season,
Wildcats have won by at least 17
failed to earn the league's autopoints.
matic NCAA
The Wildcats' recent dominaTournament
tion isn't enough to convince Coach
bid because
Tubby Smith that his current squad
their only concould compete with last season's
ference loss
team that won 26 straight games
came at the
and entered the postseason ranked
worst possible
No. 1.
time — in the
"Last year's team is a long
championship
away,'' Smith said. "We've
ways
game of the
long ways to go. In spurts,
a
got
OVC Tournaas well as any team. And
play
we
Sidelines ment.
spurts where we play as
have
we
With that
By Scott
any team."
as
bad
66-60 defeat
Nanney
Still, Kentucky (23-4, 13-3
to nemesis
Sports
Conference,had plenSoutheastern
Murray State,
Editor
positives than negatives
more
ty
head coach
against Florida (18-9, 9-7). For
Dave Loos
third time in four games, the
the
and a veteran Governors squad
made at least 10 3-point
Wildcats
felt the harsh reality life at the
finishing 10-of-30 against
shots,
-mid-major level.
Florida's zone defense.
Despite all of its accomplishFive Kentucky players scored
ments, Peay will most certainly
figures. Senior guard Gerdouble
in
be forced to watch the NCAA
led the Wildcats with
Fitch
ald
Tournament from afar. To add
while Erik Daniels (15
points,
21
further insult, an NIT bid is far
rebounds, six assists)
.14
points,
from a sure thing — even with
Hayes (12 points, 12
Chuck,
and
the Govs' solid 21-9 record.
assists) dominated
six
rebounds,
. "We knew going into this
inside.
tournament that we weren't
Antwain Barbour and Kelenna
guaranteed anything just because
also scored 12 points
Azubuike
we were undefeated," said Loos
Kentucky, which recordfor
each
tournament
after Saturday's
ed assists on 25 of its 32 basfinal. "We knew we had to win
kets. Barbour also had a careerto
You
have
three games....
seven rebounds, and point
high
give Murray all the credit. We
Cliff Hawkins had nine
guard
good
just got beat by a very
assists.
basketball team.As Florida coach Billy DonoWhile I'm certainly far from
put it, Kentucky "punished"
van
a member 'of the Austin Peay
on the boards by a
Gators
the
fan club, it is a disgrace that a
Daniels and Hayes
margin.
53-26
team of this caliber could be
many rebounds
as
for
combined
shut out of the postseason all
as the entire Florida team and
together.
Kentucky finished with a seasonSo what will it ,i,ake for the
23 offensive boards. Kenhigh
OVC — a traditional one-bid
rebounding.ruargin was its
tucky's
league — to receive two bids
second-highest of the season.
to the "Big Dance"?
"I think we have been. preparMurray State head coach
for the SEC tournament the
ing
Mick Cronin pointed to schedulweeks," Smith said. "It's
few
last
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
ing as an important factor in
encompassing the
season,
another
Murray States Cuthbert Victor gets the ball knocked away by an Austin Peay defender the process.
last half or third of the (regular)
team-high
a
on this play. However, the senior forward would have the last laugh, scoring
season along with the postseason.
• See Page 13
13 points on his way to OVC Tournament MVP honors.
I hope we continue to stay healthy.
See Page 13
That's always important as you
move through the postseason.
Whether or not you get a No. 1
seed (in the NCAA tournament),
you still have to come ready to
an unexpected NCAA Tournament berth strict off-season workout regimen.
By SCOTT NANNEY
emoRacers'
play."
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Tourtwo
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OVC
of
the
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to
in
2002
Sports Editor
Whelchel
Kentucky, which won the SEC
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Antione- nament semifinal losses in the span of tional leader, a slim 225-pound
(10.6
division title and finished
scoring
East
in
was
team
the
on
fourth
Whelchel had taken some ribbing for his' three years.
conference
in the overall league race
second
only
and
behind
to
ppg.)
loss
second
year's
semifinal
last
Following
in
of
dunks
pair
a
off
to
finish
inability
Cuthbert
State, and Florida
Mississippi
to
Year
the
of
Austin Peay in overtime, Whelchel's days leader and Player
a home game earlier this season.
first-round
clinched
had
already
rpg.).
(6.6
But
the
be
in
Victor
to
over.
rebounding
a
as
Racer
appeared
forward
State
Murray
But when the
tournawould
SEC
week's
this
in
byes
I
that
"I told coach (Cronin)
was given the chance to cap the Rac- hiring of Cronin gave new life to his
Whelchel
Atlanta.
in
ment
do,"
to
me
do
he
anything
wanted
career.
MSU
ers' stunning victory over archrival AustiDonovan expressed concern
It was Cronin's off-the-court work that explained. "I owe everything to him
in Peay in Saturday's final of the Ohio
here."
his team had a four-game
after
chance
another
I
—
48
because
a
gave
me
Proposition
Valley Conference Tournament, he made allowed Whelchel
winning streak snapped and lost
Now, Whelchel and the Racers' colcasualty upon enrolling at MSU in the
sure he didn't miss.
to
to Kentucky for the sixth straight
Whelchel's thunderous two-handed jam fall of 1999 — to gain a fifth year of lection of fifth-year seniors will try
time and eighth time in the last
accomplish something no MSU team has
on a breakaway with just six seconds eligibility.
nine games.
:roach Cronin and all of the coach- done since 1988 — win a game in the
remaining provided an exclamation point
"We are not a great team right
eliNCAA
get
do
all
me
es
to
they
did
could
Tournament.
NCAA
the
to
return
to Murray's resounding
year,"
said Donovan, whose squad
now,"
unbelieveable
"It's just been an
gible,- Whelchel said Saturday night after
Tournament after a one-year absence.
(condiNo. 1 for one week
ranked
was
preseason
10
"Our
(10
points,
noted
Whelchel.
a
posting
double-double
The dunk also signified the re-emerthe
in December. "We haven't been
gence of the fifth-year senior, who has rebounds) against the Governors, which tion) was as tough as anybody's in
we
in the top 10 for most of the seain many ways served as the posterboy helped him earn a spot on the all-tour- country. It was rough at times, but
in
son. I think maybe what I have
for the Racers' revival as an OVC pow- nament team. "It's really been a bless- stuck together.... Everybody chipped
we're
not done well is spreading out
erhouse in 2003-04 under first-year head ing from God because I really wasn't and played their role. That's why
(recruiting) classes on this team.
the
year."
here
to
this
be
supposed
champions
today."
coach Mick Cronin.
has done that well, and
Tubby
Whelchel lived up to his end of the
As so many of MSU's current senior
SCOTT NANNEY/Lediaer & Times Photo
has been in the top 10
Kentucky
off
his
20
bulky
pounds
trimming
bargain.
class. Whelchel has had an up-and-down
Senior forward Antione Whelchel
consistently this season."
collegiate career — from the highs of 6-foot-5, 245-pound frame during Cronin's cuts down the net
Two major Kentucky runs
proved decisive. Florida led 1312 with 10:53 left in the first
half, but Kentucky used a 19-4
run to take a 31-17 lead.
Kentucky led 35-26 at halftime
as Florida's top two scorers, Anthony Roberson and Matt Walsh, combined for only five first-half points.
Roberson, the point guard, played
only 6 1/2 minutes in the first
half after picking up two fouls in
the first two minutes.
Roberson cut the Kentucky lead
to six points with a 3-pointer early
in the second half before Kentucky went on a game-clinching
17-0 run, which featured consecutive 3-pointers.

Whelchel makes most of second chance

one bid
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Key to Kentucky
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The Bluegrass State
• Nickname:
to Paducah
Pikeville
From
Area:
II
Nearly 4 Million
•Population:
Lexington
• Largest City:
(Come Tournament Time It Is!)
• Highest Point in the State:
Winning The Sweet Sixteen,
Of Course!
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Greetings 1st Region Basketball Fans!
First Region Fans:
Welcome to Murray State University:
To many people, the month of March
I am very pleased to welcome all the
means the promise of Spring is near. As an
teams and fans to Murray State University
fan, to me the month of March means
avid
Scflool
Basketball
High
for the Regional
it is time for some serious
' Tournament.
basketball playing!
of
Murray
y
The communit
On behalf of the members
and our great university are
the City Council, Adminof
honored to be able to host
istration, employees and the
such an exciting event and
citizens of Murray, I would
to bring the enthusiasm of
like to extend a warm welschool
high
West Kentucky
to the Regional High
come
basketball to the Regional
Basketball TournaSchool
Special Events Center once
ment.
again.
The City of Murray has
As one of our nation's
Alexander best public institutions of
enjoyed a long tradition of
Rushing
excellence in basketball
higher learning, we hope
State University and I
Murray
through
to
ty
that you will take this opportuni
explore our beautiful campus and the many know that it is the athletes of today who
will make up the teams of tomorrow.
educational possibilities that await you.
I urge each of you to enjoy the variety
t!
the
tournamen
in
luck
Good
of restaurants and businesses that Murray
Sincerely, has to offer. Please feel free to contact the
F. King Alexander Chamber of Commerce or City Hall should
MSU President yoir have questions about what is available.
I hope your visit to Murray is enjoyable
and that your favorite team gets to cut the
net at the end of the tournament!
Again, welcome to Murray!
Sincerely,
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
City of Murray

The Road to State '04

Tournament Participants and Attendants:
I am so very happy to welcome you to
Murray, Calloway County and Murray
State's Regional Special Events Center for
the Regional Tournament. Congratulations
on being part of a successful
basketball season and earning the privilege of participating with Region I players.
To all the players, parents,
coaches and cheerleaders
from our entire region, I
wish you good luck and my
thanks for making this exciting event a reality. I know
the ood people of our comElkins
munity have worked very
hard planning this tournament and I would
like to say a very special thank you to
them, also.
I hope everyone involved in the Regional
Tournament knows how much Murray, Calloway County, Murray State University and
I appreciate your being here and involvement in this activity.
Have a safe visit and good time while
here in Murray and please come back soon!
Sincerely,
Larry Elkins
Calloway County Judge-Executive

Copy: Michael Dann a John Wright

Design: Eric Walker

...Always A Favorite Place
Before or After The Game!
LUNCH BUFFET F,
Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagafti lunch

buffets including drink!

Buy A Medium Pizza
at Regular Price,
Get A Dessert Pizza
or Full Order of
Cheese Sticks

Large
1 -Topping
Pizza

Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

99
$9
$699
2

For
Only

for

Special not to be used with
any other special offer
Offer good thru 3/31/04

804 Chestnut St.
753-6656

•Special not to be used with
any other special offer
Offer good thru 3 /3 1 /04

•Special not to be used with
any other special offer
Offer good thru 3/31/04

804 Chestnut St.
753-6656

99

-1

804 Chestnut St.
753-6656

DINNER BUFFET I
I Enjoy two all-you-con-eat

pizza & spagatti dinner
buffets including drink!
Mon.-Fri. 4:30-9:00 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. All Day

$
2
for

Special not to be,used with
any other special offer.
Offer good thru 3/31/04

804 Chestnut St.
753-6656
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LIFE as the HUNTED
04 With
ive 20
Calloway Teams Surv
By Michael Dann
ning the region like kicking down a door.
"If you kick on the door long enough, eventually
you will kick it down," the fifth-year head coach said.
"The good part about that is being the hunted is that
once your kids adapt to it and deal with it, they are
awful hard to beat."
Meanwhile, Lady Laker head coach Scott Sivills did
not think his girls fully realized the expectations that
come with being Region 1 defending champions.
"They have not been used to doing
that," he said. "It's something new still
to them. I think losing only three seniors
last year and now looking back at it, those
three were very valuable to our program."
Calloway's girls graduated Felisha
Prescott, Carly Williams and Lindsey White,
but it wasn't the loss that was most troublesome to Sivills. Rather, it was the return
of starters from last year who did not
step up and assume responsibility of their
role.
"We felt like those positions could be
filled very easily but as the season started, we had to adapt to putting a two
guard (Katie Ross) at the point
guard spot. Even though she has
done it all year, it was new to
her, as was it to Kalyn Fox.
"I think we had some kids
that were basically not in
the limelight last year and
they played with no pressure on them," Sivills
added. "I think this year's
team — these kids —
now have the light on
them and had some more
pressure on their shoulders to carry the team."
Birdsong knows a
little about that pressure. He felt it
the first road
game this season at Paducah Tilghman. The
feeling
w a s
something
he
that
his team early in the
Laker Head Coach Terry Birdsong warned
n't
could
are
"(other teams)
season that as defending regional champions,
quite put his finger
beat you they are
going to play their best game, and when they
but one thing he
going to celebrate."
know was that his team
was — for the first time
a gym as defending
into
going
—
past season
County — quickly became the hunted this
ns. He reiterated to
champio
region
and
District
4th
the
after their magical runs through
needed to be proud
they
that
them
nships
then winning their respective Region 1 Champio
of that distinction and that no matlast year.
the most ter what, team's are going to give
But not even the biggest Acme bomb or
ly you everything they have.
"wascal
the
keep
could
appetizing bunch of carrots
"Remember the name across your
been
not
wabbits" from achieving a goal that had
and remember who you are repchest
time.
accomplished in quite some
g." he recalled telling them.
resentin
last
When Terry Birdsong's Lakers won the region
is going to feel sorry for
y
"Nobod
estabwas
school
the
since
year, it was the first crown
are going to play their
They
you.
sixth
the
lished in 1960. The school's 44th season was
and when they beat
game,
best
district.
the
time the team had won
going to celebrate."
are
they
you
winto
Birdsong. a Marshall County native, referred
here have been some 16 Elmer Fudds
walking around the First Region this past
basketball season tiptoeing very gingerly
around the forest, as they whisper, "Shhh!
Be vewwy quiet, we're hunting Calloway
County."
Western Kentucky's version of Bugs Bunny
— the Lakers and Lady Lakers of Calloway

Sivills takes a sim- ,
ilar approach to the
idea of not letting his
kids forget all the hard
work, sweat, blood and
tears that went into an
emotional season. And
when it's all said and done,
emotions play a vital role of
defending a crown.
"I think there was a bull's-eye on our back this
year and I think it took us this long to figure out that
you can't just go out and say 'Here we ge," he said
prior to the 4th District championship against Marshall
County. "You have to go out and play the game. You
have to play the game the way it's supposed to be
played.
"I think we are starting to do that now. We want
to keep a winning tradition of championships and we
want to have that distinction for a while."
Repetition in the region isn't an easy task. Since
2000, the 1st Region boys champion has had a different taker — Calloway (2003), Paducah Tilghman (2002),
Carlisle County (2001) and Graves County (2000).
Marshall County's girls have had the
longest distinction
of dominance. Prior
to last year's Lady
Laker win and a
win by Graves
County in 2002,
the Lady Marshals
have claimed backto-back-tobac k -toback
titles
since
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1999. They also amassed an 11-year string
from 1980-1991.
Looking at the Lady Lakers' current
record (13-15) and the idea they were
beaten by Marshall County in the district tournament on Calloway's home
court. Sivills has little doubt that coaches, players and fans give them little credit — if any at all — to repeat as region
champions.
"Every game we played this year in
this region, every team probably played
one of their best games because they
know that our program is at different
level that what it has been in the past
few years," he said.
"They know that being a Class 3A
school that our talent base is better, so
we are going to get everyone's best
punch. They can say, 'Hey guys, you
just beat the defending Region One champions tonight."
However. Sivills added his coaching
staff feels like this is something that
their kids have been waiting for all year
"I think our kids our playing well,"
the Lady Laker coach said. "I think our
kids are having more fun. In tournament
play, you have to do the little things.
We have to make free throws, and you

Monday, March 8, 2004

Calloway girls basketball coach Scott
Sivills said his team has had to adjust
to life in the spotlight this year as
defending regional champs.

have to make your easy shots, you have
to execute and make the easy pass. Hivefully, if you do all of that you will put
up enough points to win the game."
With area favorites such as Marshall
County, Paducah Tilghman and Graves
County, Sivills and company are accustomed to flying under the radar. After
all, the team did it last year.
"No one has even mentioned Calloway
County from newspaper to Internet to
barber shop talk, which is good because
we came under the radar last year and
won this thing," he said. "Right now, I
feel it's good for us. I've told them that
because of our record and the season,
no one is giving us a chance."
Birdsong said, as a coach, he has
learned from experience what buttons to
push and he tries to build up his players and not get all bent out of shape in
December when they lose basketball
games.
"As a coaching staff, we try not to
get too high or too low because we know
that when February rolls around some of
those teams that beat you in December
aren't going to be there," he said. "Right
now, Lone Oak (which was defeated by
Heath in the District 2 semifinals) is a

perfect example of that."
Birdsong added that even after a loss
to Marshall County in the 4th District
Tournament that his team's 21-7 record
is a reflection of just how bad they want
to contend, again, for a regional championship.
"We have seven losses, and if you
would have told me we'd been sitting.
here at 21-7 with the schedule that we
have played, 16 away games and losing
almost 40 points-a-game off last year's
team, I might haven not believed that,"
he said. "Our kids are determined to win
it again, until someone beats them."
Not even the finest crystal ball or
Miss Cleo could predict for Birdsong
who will run away with the championship this year. It's definitely not crystal clear for him, not in a see-saw season that has embarked on the 1st Region
this past year:
"Graves has beat us. Marshall beats
Graves. We beat Marshall twice. Tilghman has beat both of them. Both of them
have beat Tilghman. Tilghman beat us.
We've all beat Carlisle. Graves beat Fulton in OT. We beat Fulton on a last second shot.
"You tell me whose going to win?"

who will run away with the champiNot even the finest crystal ball or Miss Cleo could predict ... We
beat Marshall twice. Tilghman has
onship this year. "Graves has beat us. Marshall beats Graves. n beat us. We've all beat Carlisle.
beat both of them. Both of them have beat Tilghman. Tilghma
You tell me whose going to win?"
Graves beat Fulton in OT. We beat Fulton on a last second shot.
Birdsong asked.
Dinner
I Ask About Our Low Carby's Items For Breakfast and

n

2 Beef & Cheddar
Sandwiches for

Good Only At Participating Arby's Roast Beef Restaurants.
One coupon per person. Not valid with any other offer.

507 North 12th Street• Murray, KY
I

An average closet (8' x 2') will cost
only about $130!

Ask About Our Low Carby's Items For Breakfast and Dinner I

2 Sausage Egg
Biscuits for

"Jesus Owns It All"

FREE ESTIMATE • FREE DESIGN • LIFETIME WARRANTY

Good Only At Participating Arby's Roast Beef Restaurants.
One coupon per person. Not valid with any other offer.

4831 Poor Farm Rd.• 753-9688

507 North 12th Street • Murray, KY

www.closetmaid.com
I.
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The Four 'C's
MICHAEL DA NN 'Photo

Chemistry, Concentration and
Consistency will be key to
Region 1 Championship
By Michael Dann
• • •

Imagine if you will, eight giddy little school
boys lined up next to each in the school cafeteria awaiting the judges results on science
projects they have spent some four months
working on.
That was the feeling in the Murray Room
inside the Regional Special Events Center Saturday morning as coaches from Calloway County, Graves County, Marshall County, Carlisle
County, Fulton County, Heath, Mayfield and
Paducah Tilghman anxiously awaited to see whose
team's chemistry would prevail in the Region
1 Basketball Tournament that gets underway
tonight at 6 p.m. with the tip-off of Graves
County and Heath.

Randon Cavette has come up big — literally — for Graves County, snagging
nearly eight rebounds per game.

"Chemistry" is a common phrase used roundings.
point in juncture.
in all facets of sports. It's the pivotal
"The RSEC gives off a totally differ"This is a whole new ballgame. Everypoint when that one concoction crystal- ent atmosphere than most high school
lizes and bubbles out of beakers and ulti- gyms we have played in," he said. "But, one is 0-0," Hatcher said. "The team that
mately means the difference — at this our kids have played a lot of games in plays the most consistent is going to be
point of the season — who packs up for that facility over the past couple of the team that's going to win. It seems
Rupp Arena and who packs up and goes months and I think that might turn out like sometimes that has been a problem
with all the teams in the region this year.
home.
to be to our advantage.
The
bottom line is you have to value
Yet, it's a science that some coaches
"There are no easy games," Birdsong
each
possession. That's the key right now
have down pat while other's are still added. "Everyone is here for a reason.
is to get something out of each possesscratching their skulls.
Regardless if they won 25 games or just
Laker head coach Terry Birdsong, whose five games. They are playing well enough sion and play three consistent games."
Tilghman head coach Brad Stieg parteam finished the regular season 21-7 at this time of the year to get here."
layed off Birdsong and Hatcher by adding
overall, said that the whole key to winThe Lakers enter the regional tournaning the tournament is the team that can ment for the first time as defending cham- that you have to have consistency to go
put together three good games. "You have -pions, but fierce competition lies ahead along with chemistry and consistency. "I
to be able to make your freethrows, with such juggernauts as Graves Coun- think you have to focus on the game at
which is critical and you have to have ty, Marshall County and Paducah Tilgh- hand and not worry about the next one
that fire and chemistry and I think you man — all of which beat Calloway one and then hopefully in the end you have
put together three good games. But I
can see that. I can sense it, when we time this past year.
think
it's more of concentrating on the
get done with practice I have to run
Graves County enters the tournament
guys out of the gym, they want to stay sporting one of the region's best records game that you are playing and playing
the best that you can."
around and shoot."
at 23-5 overall and 15-4 against the
Yet, at the same time, he said that region. Although. Eagles head coach Allan
Graves County vs. Heath: The
first game played in the regional is always Hatcher will be the first to dispute the
Eagles
swoop into the RSEC as just one
the toughest game because of new sur- fact that records mean anything at this
of the favorites to come away with Region

hardware and for good reason. Graves is
led by senior swingman A.J. Adams who
averages around 17.5 points per game
and 7.2 rebounds this season and has
consistent help from sophomore Randon
Cavette, who averages 7.9 boards a game.
And while Hatcher is content with
that, he's not suited with just relying on
that one-two punch. "We are a lot more
balanced than people think we are" Hatcher said. "People just talk like all we
have are A.J. and Randon, but our guards
have come along. The unique thing about
our basketball team is we have good
chemistry and they all get along well.
They have a lot of confidence right now"
Sophomore guard Zack Sims averages
some 4.9 assist per contest.
Despite Heath's 15-13 record, Hatcher knows that the Pirates are a better
team that what the record reflects.
"We have our work cut out for us,"
he said. "We have had an opportunity to
watch them play a lot and they have a
completely different style of play than
anybody else in the region.

"The rely a lot on the 3-point shot and that can be dangerous. Once they start
hitting those shots you are in trouble."
Heath's Brandon Braboy is a deep threat from beyond the arc where the senior
guard averages about 40 percent. Rick Cochran shoots about 35 percent and Jayce
Lone knocks down about 32 oercent of his shots from behind the stripe.
Marshall County vs. Carlisle County: Marshall County enters the regional tournament after knocking off Calloway County in the championship game ot
the 4th District Tournament, 40-32. It was the first win over the Lakers this season for head coach Doug Lyles and company, thanks to consistent play from sophomore stud Daniel Ard and senior leader Jimmie Lee Holder. The two, combined
with senior guard Kenny Marsh, give Lyles a trio of trouble for opponents.
"All three of those kids extended themselves and became very valuable offensively in the big win against Calloway. It's important that we have three guys like
that and the others and someone else that can step up. There's no doubt about it.
They more balanced you are in the scoring department the better you play, the
more difficult it is for the opponent to beat
you. We hope we have more than two to step
up."
Ard. a 6-foot-6, 205-pound center, is seventh
in the region with 18.1 points per game. but
leads the area with 69.4 percent field goal shooting this year. Meanwhile, he pulls down eight
boards a game to go along with Holder's 4.4
assist average per game and Marsh's 3.6 dishes a game.
Those. alarming stats are something Comet
coach Brian 0' Neill knows all too well, but
feels he has the quickness and deep perimeter
play that can hopefully contain, if not stop, the
Marshall.
"We have quickness and that helps us' out a
lot Sometimes we play three and sometimes
four guards and that might hurt Marshall a little bit. But the thing about that is they can hurt
us on the inside with Ard. It's going to be a
tough match-up for us and we haven't played
them this year because our game was canceled
due to us going to the All 'A'."
What might be lost in translation is the sharpshooting of Carlisle's Brett Hoskins. The senior
guard averages 23.5 ppg. The last three games,
not counting the championship against Fulton
County, Hoksins had 39 (a season high), 33 and
31 points. He's also good for eight boards a
game that compliments Kirk
Arnold's
6. I
assist
Younger brother
to Brett. is
who
Hunter,
also dishes out
some 3.5 assist
per game.
"This will be
the fourth year
in a row that
we have drew
Marshall County, so it's- kind
of pick-yourwhen
poison
you come in as
the loser." said
O'Neill
after
losing to Fulton
County 55-52 in
the 1st District
Tournament
championship.
"You are either
going to get
them, Graves,
Marshall
OT
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger photos
Tilghman.
so
it
Daniel Ard. top, is a sure shot for Marshall County, and so is
really doesn't
Comet Brett Hoskins, bottom photo with ball,

•License Plates *Jackets *Signs
•Printing •Business Cards •Letterhead
•Envelopes *Invoices

Visit Us At Our New Location In
Southside Shopping Center!
to Rita's Neat Repeat and the former Reader's Gallery)

605E South 12th Street
753-1110•800-686-6009

news and sports coverage

Follow 1st Region
tournament action
each day in the
Ledger & limes!
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handing out 4.9 assist.
night, but would rather dispose
"I think both .teams have
defense.
the other with tenacious
improved a lot since that Dec.
And both coaches expect
9 game, this will be a good
defense to determine the outchallenge for our kids coming
come
off a tough loss. What better
"We can score better than
way to have your next game
what we did Thursday in the
against someone who a
than
championship game with Marpeople believe are good
of
lot
time
"Last
said.
shall," Birdsong
enough to win it." Birdsong
we played Tilghman, they beat
said of Tilghman.
us by four. We just have to
Stieg would prefer to not
Stieg
are
We
find a way to score.
himself in that elusive
count
wrinnew
some
put
to
going
"You can never 'count
yet.
list
kles in and hopefully give us
They have had a
out.
them
a chance to score a little more."
this year and we
season
great
and
quickness
our
say
"I'd
tough game with
really
had a
our toughness are our biggest
the year. The
in
early
them
assets," said Stieg. "We realis we haven't
it
about
thing
bad
and
deny
ly get after it, try to
almost two
in
them
played
team
other
the
on
pressure
put
have to get
we'll
so
months,
Paducah Tilghman vs. Calloway and try to case turnovers. That's
them."
with
ed
reaclimatt
County: The last time Tilghman tan- mainly what we do. "
The Tilghman lineup, much
However, it's Calloway that
gled with Calloway, Paducah blew out
like Calloway, is senior-laden&
of Tornado Alley with a narrowest of maintains one of the state\
ong
is led by leading scorer
and
Birds
wins, a 43-39 game that was decided best defensive squads. The Lakamilton. Dre Catholic
Curtis
Kenin
in the fourth quarter after the Lakers ers are ranked third
from the floor, while
per'nt
63
shoots
44.8
of
average
an
up
giving
tucky
had a lead at the end of three.
a game. Tim
rebounds
6.4
down
pulling
The game resulted in two different points in 25 games this year. Newport
wiping
glass
the
on
out
helps
Laster
40.5
averaging
outcomes. Obviously. But at seasons- Central Catholic is tops,
night.
per
7.3
away
at
County
Graves
by
folllowed
game
end, the two are almost mirrored images a
of each other. The Lakes concluded a 44.7 ppg.
Fulton County vs. Mayfield: The
Offensively. Calloway can count on
season where the stood in at 21-7, 15t‘so
surprises and possibly the INA() darkshooting,
goal
field
63.4
Jones'
Roger
ended
Sin the region. Paducah Tilghman
entering the regional tournament
horses
points
but are led by Terry Adam's 16
their year at 20-8, 16-3.
Pilots and Cardinals.
the
are
per54
shoots
Barrow
Seth
Records aren't the only two similar- per game.
pulls
and
Lakers
the
for
game
a
cent
can
They
ities 'between both school's.
Continued on Page 13
each exploded offensively at any given down about 6.7 boards a night. while
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matter. We are going to have a tough
game — and for that matter three tough
games, if we are fortunate to get that
far."
Given their many battles during regional time, Lyles knows that Carlisle is
capable of anything, even knocking his
team out of the' tournament last year.
"It seems like we always draw Carlisle.
They are an awfully good team, they
are a senior dominated team. In tournament play, your senior dominated team's
strong. Coach 0' Neill
are very„very,
does a great job down there and he'll
have them prepared. They are a tournament team, tournament tested and they
have been up here consecutive years,
we know that we have to be ready to
play."

Wanna
See Morea
aro

GREG STARK/Courtesy the Mayfield Messenger

Justin Shoales is
plan.

a key

in Mayfield's game-

PEDDLER'S
MALL
MORE THAN JUST A FLEA MARKET

t

Now with 16 nationwide locations.

Go to www.murrayledger.com
and click on the `dotphoto' icon
to purchase photos of your
favorite teams from the regional
tournament games

Opening April 1, 2004
Now Leasing Space

VAIKO"

DISCOUNT CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE

(270) 759-2106

ALL THE TIME!

270-762-0572
605 S. 12th St.(next to Save-A-Lot)

Murray, KY
928 South Twelfth Street

50%-75% OFF
• Gifts • Bibles • Books• Music
• Accompaniment Tracks
• Church Supplies

$110/Month • 8'x10' Space
No Commission Charge
Fully Computerized Registers

4

Open 7 Days a Week
s 12-6
M-Th 10-6, Fridays (.3 Saturdays 10-8, Sunday
CRAFTS • T-SHIRTS • FURNITURE • ANTIQUES• COMPUTERS

• NOVELTIES

_Wert/aye fainA'isproudfo supporifocal
high school students both academically and athletically. This year Heritage Bank will provide
_t
oil, over $10,000 in scholarship money toward student iZhievement. On behalf
of the entire Heritage Bank family, CONGRATULATIONS to all the participants in the 2004
tournament. Best wishes and good luck to all of you, in the classroom and in the competition.

HOPKINSVILLE • ELKTON • CADIZ • MURRAY • BENTON • FULTON • CALVERT CITY
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Love This Card!

little something to offer everyone
Girls regional lineup has Bya JOHN
WRIGHT
oun try music star Toby Keith
has had a song on the charts lately that
starts by describing the different clientele of a bar. Chances are, though, Keith
would have no trouble producing lyrics
percaining to the 1st Region Girls Basketball Tournament.
"We got runners; we got gunners;
pick setters and lungers...We got streakers; we got rweakers...backtippers and
leapers."
For the fans, it is all fun. However,
for the teams and their coaches, this kind
of mix can be a bit difficult to handle
That is why at the conclusion of Saturday's draw for this week's event, so
many coaches were discussing when they
could trade game films. It is all, though,
in the .name of the same thing.
"Everybody is just looking for that
next win."said Heath
head coach Mary Lee
whose
Hendricks.
Lady Pirates will help
open things Wednesday night when they
battle last year's runner-up Graves County in a 6 p.m. tipoff.
"At this time of year,
you're just looking
and
survive
to
advance."

Girls Regional
Hoops Card
Wednesday
6 p.m.: Graves Co. vs. Heath
7:45 p.m.: Marshall Co. vs. Carlisle
Co.

Thursday
6 p.m.: Paducah Tilghman vs. Calloway
Co.
7:45 p.m.: St. Mary vs. Fulton City

Hendricks
vs.
Heath
Graves County: Heath (12-15) is in
the regional after pulling a surprising 4943 win over Lone Oak in the 2nd District Tournament at Paducah. This came
after the Lady Flash had beaten the Lady
Pirates twice by double-digit margins in
the regular season.
"That was a great win for us, especially with Lone Oak being a top-four
team for this region," said Hendricks,
who felt her team had a good chance of
changing its fortune after the teams' second meeting when Lone Oak won by 10
points at Heath. "The last game with
them, though, was really closer than 10,
so we felt good about playing them again.
We really worked hard and executed the
game plan as well as we could."
Forward Kayla Vance had a lot to do
with that success. She scored 26 points
against Lone Oak, including an 8-of-10
performance at the foul line down the
stretch. Hendricks, though, said it was
the contributions of others, like forward
Jessica Castleman (eight points against
Lone Oak) and center Emelia McConnell
(nine), along with freshman guard Dana
Kingsley (12 points in Thursday's 10point loss to Paducah Tilghman in the
district title game) that have given her

Monday, March 15
6 p.m.: Graves/Heath vs.
Marshall/Carlisle
7:45 p.m.: Tilghman/Calloway vs. St.
Mary/Fulton City

Tuesday, March 16
7 p.m.: Championship
team some zip in recent weeks.
The Lady Pirates' opponent for Wednesday also knows a thing or two about
having people step up their play as the
,has
season has progressed. Then again, it
been a requirement for the Lady Eagles
of head coach Jeff Stokes that may leave
single
the
them
toughest team mentally of the entire
regional field.
Simply, no team
has faced the offcourt adversity of
Graves.
"Nothing's been
easy," said Graves
Jeff
head coach
Stokes, whose team
still has managed -to
Stokes
put together a 19-7
record and win the
Third District title. "We've had really
good mental toughness all year.
"I'd tell the kids over and over that
it's going to get better, it's going to get
better, then something else seems to happen. My dad has even told me, 'You're
bad luck for those girls.' But all this is
going to help us out I really think.
Graves enters without three of its main
players, all because of anterior cruciate
ligament tears to their left knees, all
occurring during the same drill and on
the same spot of the floor in practices.
The latest of these came a few days ago
when sophomore guard Kacie Henderson
was lost; imposing 6-I center Leslie Dowdy
and sixth man Amber Bradley, a guard,
were lost earlier in the season. Then, a
few weeks ago, senior forward Ammie
Reed developed mononucleosis, but has
since returned. Still, in spite of all of

GREG STARK Courtesy the Ma if ield Messenger
Senior point guard Ashley Starks has played a part in keeping the Lady Eagles
of Graves County afloat after suffering some setbacks this season, namely ACL
injuries.
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this, the Lady Eagles have persevered.
"I really believe our four seniors —
including point guard Ashley Starks. forward Natalie Willie and forward Brooke
Cope — have saved our season; that's
kept our nucleus together, and they've
done a great job of believing that we're
going to make the best of the situation."
Grases has also developed a penchant
for sinning close games. Seven of their
1.5 games since the new year have been
decided by six points or less. In those
seven games. Graves was 6-1. losing only
to Marshall County.

--.. Marshall County vs. Carlisle
County: The Lady Marshals enter as

most people's pick to win a 16th regional title since 1980. The main reason for
this is that the man who started Marshall's run of dominance that year. which
included II straight region titles and two
state titles, is still on the sidelines, the
Bluegrass State's winningest girls basketball coach. Howard Beth.
"This time of year. it all comes down
to who can. handle the pressure of close
games." said Beth. whose team
deli‘ered in that atmosphere
Thursday against CCHS. Forard Beth Babb recoYered
trom ft% e straight missed free
throws to hit the one -that
mattered with 3.3 seconds
left.
"Defense in this region.
though. has gotten so much
' better, and that adds- to it.
lt-s much harder now to get
a-good shot when you're playing under that kind of pressure
The Lady Marshals enter
Wednesday 's second contest
with First District runner-up
Carlisle County has ing not lost
once within the region in going
26-2. The two losses were to
Third Region opponents Muh-lenberg North. a state powerhouse. and Muhlenberg
South. The loss to North was
in a high-caliber tournament
in Florida, in which the two
Kentucky teams played for
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Hopeful
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since 1988, when Graham— the former
Allison Gray— led Heath past the Lady
Tornado in the Second District finals.
Now, Tilghman is 22-5 and returns bulky
center Pam Bell and guard Christina Shelton from last year's squad. The emergence of 5-9 forward Aseer ltiavkase has
provided additional quickness for the Lady
Tornado, as well as a big problem for
teams trying to solve Tilghman's pressing defense.
That will be something facing a Lady
Laker squad that still has several key
members from last year's, region championship squad that enters this contest
13-15, having played a very difficult
schedule that head coach Scott SiviUs
has said was made with the purpose of
for this exact moment.
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game of anybody this time. I try to take
Allison Graham, an
the philosophy, though, that it doesn't
All-Region Tournamatter who you play (at a certain time).
n
selectio
Team
ment
you're going to have to play everybody
in 1988 when she led
lly if you want to win a region
eventua
mater—
her alma
Graham
tournament."
Heath— to the chamForward Shameka Dial and guard Katie
That
pionship game.
to last
kind of experience, though. was some- Ross are seniors that were key
,
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Fox
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.
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success
year's
first
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thing none of the players

At least that is what Lady Comets
the title.
coach Rob Anderson sees.
Babb, at 5-11 gives the Lady
"We like to bump people
Marshals a multi-faceted weapon,
off screens a lot," said
coming
person
a
both as a scorer and
the only first-year
on,
Anders
that can handle the ball against
a team in the
have
to
coach
guard
full-court defenses. Point
this seastarted
"We
l.
regiona
Stephanie Fields, like Babb has
to go up
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actually
son
years.
played extensively all four
and down the court, but here
while center Danielle Ray, out
in the last two weeks especialduring last year's regional with
ly, we've looked to try and
a knee injury, has started three
pound the ball inside more.
years.
Beth
"Really. I guess you could
Forwards Morgan Lovett, a
we've tried them all. We
say
junior, and Pressley Doom, a
really don't know which one works
freshman, both have proven capable of just still
yet."
best
going inside or out. Doom his had a
The Lady Comets (11-18) did play
20-plus-point game this season, while guard
l during the season, falling by
Marshal
Lindsey Thompson has provided outville. However, Anderson
Draffen
at
20
standing play as a guard.
that his team was down
fact
the
to
While the Lady Marshals are not run- points
e.
halftim
at
16
as
fast
as
ning up and down the court
"We played a pretty good second half
they did when they won two state cham. so we're hoping to use things
thought
I
of
type
that
pionships. Beth still likes
that against Marshall this time,"
style, particularly on a larger court like from
on, 'whose inside game does
Anders
said
for
nts
RSEC provides. Their oppone
formidable pair in Libby MorWednesday, though, seem to prefer things feature a
and Jennifer Bradley who
ppg)
(15
gan
l.
physica
a little slower and a lot more
averages I 3 points and around II rebounds
an outing.

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger photo

Beth Babb adds numerous
weapons to Marshall County's
always-dangerous squad.
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uncharted waters. So. I really think the
experience we got from last year is going
to help us out this time.
"But I've told our girls that they've
got to play and contribute. Anybody can
go out and just play, but you've got to
make things happen while you're on that
floor."
Calloway usually tries to go nine-deep
with its playing rotation.

CHOOSE AN 8 OZ. SIRLOIN
OR 8 OZ. GRILLED CHICKEN
WITH CHOICE OF VEGETABLE

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger photo
Katie Ross, with ball, has played a (land
in leading the defending regional girls
championship team back to the tournament.
Kelly Taylor and Carrie Radke (both forwards) made big contributions as well.
"I like where we are right now." Sivills
said. "The girls are excited. Last year
when we were here, we were a nervous
wreck, because we were going through

Fulton City vs. St. Mary: Fulton
City head coach Wayne Lohaus wishes
he could do that, too.
However, the way things stand, it
looks like Lohaus' Lady Bulldogs will
try the idea of doing the most with the
least, numbers wise that is. However,
that was more than good enough for the
Lady 'Dawgs to claim the First District
title Thursday by beating Carlisle 58-51
at Hickman.
"We're basically playing just six people now," said Lohaus, whose team has
also taken quite a roller-coaster ride in
reaching 13-13 on the season. Fulton
faces Third District runner-up Paducah
St. Mary in Thursday's second game at
the RSEC. "We won early. then one of
my players that had been injured in a
car wreck two years ago, began having
problems from that, so she had to sit
out. Then, a few weeks ago. our point
guard- Kim Rose- broke her wrist and
missed eight games. But we've got them
back now. We've been playing good ball

Hwy.641 South • Bel-Air Center • 753-0440

(
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t.00/c
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WESTERN KENTUCKY
LOCATION

Shop at Home Carpets has built
an outstanding reputation by
providing the best in floor
covering, top quality installation
and service at reasonable
prices and now were coming to
Western Kentucky!

15 Years of Professional Experience
•Free Consultations
•Convenience
•Professional Installation
•Professional Measurements
•Quality

.100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of
Carpet, Vinyl, Wood,
Ceramic and Laminate
Flooring

!
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE
293-8086
(270)
Cell:
Office: (866) 936-6600 •
www.shopathornecarpets.corn

GREG STARK/Courtesy the Mayfield Messenger
Angela Roof, with ball, has been a factor for the Lady Vikings offense as a sophomore
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Carlisle County
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Girls Championship
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Calloway County
St. Mary
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Fulton City

Ledger & Times
John Wright is a staff writer and photographer for the Murray
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Care System.
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From Page 7
After asking Mayfield coach Chris Guhy, he truly feels his team has come in
under the radar and relishes the idea of being that kind of team.
"We have the kind of team that, on any night, could beat
any team in this tournament. It's just a matter of whether we
can or not," he said of his team, which wound up last year's
runner-up to Calloway County in the title game. "I like our
chances, I think we have chance to upset Fulton County. I
hope we do. Although, they are saying the same thing about
US.

"They probably feel like they got a pretty good draw, but
we'll just have to wait and see how it all pans out."
The backbone and building block this season has been the
surprise play of Justin Shoales. "There's no doubt that Justin
is our best player and our best athlete, and, yes, we run our
Guhy
offense around him and look for him in tight situations and
he's had a great year for us," Guhy added.
Including a 21 rebound and 16 point effort in a win against St. Mary, Shoales averages 17 ppg and 9.6 rebounds a contest and is helped out by Tienne England.
"Justin and Tienne have had some playing time, but not much," Guhy said. "The
rest of these kids have gelled together the last couple of weeks and I really feel
like that has made the difference. We have been getting on the boards, playing
good defense and been getting good shots."
The Pilots will rely on senior leader Whitney Hendrix and his 17.5 ppg. It helps
that Fulton County (20-10) can count on his younger brother, Desmond, for 9.1
rebounds a game to go with David Polk's 4.3 assist a night.
"When you get to this tournament there's not an easy game that's for sure,"
said Guhy. But despite the 9-16 record, the Mayfield coach will enjoy being in
the spotlight for at least a couple of nights.
"I'm glad that we drew the Tuesday night game. We get to watch all the first
round games and Fulton County is a great ballclub. We are going to do our best
it
to get our kids ready. I think our kids will be. It should be a great game and
should be a great tournament."
II •
Michael Dann is a sports writer/photographer for the Murray Ledger & Times
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Jerry's Glass
A Full-Service Glass Shop
•Store Fronts •Mirrors •Screen Repair
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1st Region's Rupp
opponents like to keep
things in the family
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Tournament at the Regional Special
The winner of the boys' 1st Region
winner from the 9th Region in Rupp
Events Center this week will join the
come March 17.
Arena in the first round of the Sweet 16
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For the first
time in the 57year history of
the 9th Region.
a father and son
City
will be taking
teams to the
tournament
which will be
played at Covington Holmes High School.
ls and coach Mike
Ranked eighth in the state, the Covington Catholic Colone
es. Listerman's son, Kevin.
Listerman, winners of the 35th District, are favorit
their first regional berth
is the head man at Boone County. The Rebels earned
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Records indicate that this will be third time since
winner will play the winner of Region 9.
which Holmes finished
Back in 1978. Tilghman played Covington Holmes in
Holy Cross and
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runner-up in state tournament. In 1994, Graves County
Independence,
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Simon
was knocked out. In 1995, Marshall County be
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Sacred Heart, All-American
Kelly tall orders for 1st ch
are ranked No.
Sports Writer
ky and in every
How's this for a thank you
poll and top-10
ery much.
One more thing. Sacred Heart
The winner of the girls' First
Region Tournament that gets is the two-time defending state
underway Wednesday at Murray champions.
Sacred Heart emerged from
State University will knock heads
with the winner that prevails the 26th District over Seneca.
Mercy Academy claimed the 25th
from the 7th Region.
And barring a 1981 USA vs. District over Louisville Manual.
Fern Creek won the 27th DisRussia miracle on ice,, all fingers point to Louisville Sacred trict over Moore. while ChristHeart coming out of the region ian Academy claimed the 28th
District crown over Louisville
on a mission.
Ballard.
All the Valkyries have done
It's safe to say that the 1st
this year is compile a record of
Region winner has their work
30-1 — the lone loss coming
cut out for them when they meet
to out-of-state foe Cincinnati Mt.
in the Sweet 16 of the state
Notre Dame, Ohio.
tournament at Bowling Green's
Meanwhile, Sacred Heart has
E.A. Diddle Arena, March 25.
Bluegrass Player of the Year
Kelly is Sacred Heart's allnominee Crystal Kelly, who time leader
in points (2.265),
recently was named a Women's rebounds (1,411) and blocked
Basketball Coaches Association shots (346), and is tied in steals
All-American.
with 351. She's fifth on the list
And if that wasn't enough. in assists with 328.
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Crystal Kelly leads Sacred Heart
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10. Our billing system won't require an accountant to interpret. Plus, we're flexible.
9. If you don't like a product - return it, no hassle.
8. When we say "trained professionals" we
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6. We'll be the ones assembling your new office
furniture - not you!
5. We deliver and install for FREE. Plus, we
won't leave until you are comfortable with your
new equipment.
4. Equipment you buy from us is locally serviced - you won't have to wait hours with a disabled machine before help arrives.
3. Soon you'll be able to check us out on the
web at www.tlop.net.
2. Why not get competitive pricing and the best
service?
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Copier Printers

1. We KNOW this business. We KNOW our
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